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avec plus de modernité.
[1] Dentellière : un délicat
fil d’or blanc 18 carats unit
chacun de ses diamants
(1 ct), Collection Confidence,
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Symbole de protection : elle déploie ses croisillons
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blanc 18 carats, Collection
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KNOKKE-HEIST
A DREAM LOCATION FOR EXPATS
Its wide sandy beaches, international appeal, gastronomic gems,
year-round cultural events and amazing range of high-end shops
make Knokke-Heist truly a dream location for expats.

Editor’s
LETTER

Spring
promise

A

s the world reels from the news that Russia has
invaded Ukraine, here in Belgium we have the
_liberty of finally taking off our Covid-19 masks. As
one crisis emerges, another seems finally to be fading. And
with talks ongoing between Europe and Russia, everyone is
hoping for a quick solution instead of continuing warfare.
Together:
Inspiring you
to reach your dreams...

ON THE COVER

Being positive in the face of adversity, planning and taking
action, or standing up for the truth is essential in all aspects
of life. This is what our dynamic and socially conscious
celebrity interviewee Carey Mulligan demonstrates in her
new film She Said. Many other of this month’s articles also
make this clear – from meditation to real estate, or finance
to fashion – where as Psophia’s Paloma Vázquez tells us,
“there’s no formula... inspiration comes when you least
expect it.”
In the face of tragedy, Vázquezalso urges us to “live
more and enjoy what life has to offer”. So, as the weather
finally warms up and springtime approaches, why not
do something new? Taste some of the wonderful caviar
described in our feature pages, try out a sparkling beauty
product, dine and drink wine in one of Brussels’ fine
restaurants, sleep in a luxury hotel with an infinity pool or
take to the slopes of Switzerland’s most famous ski resort?
Fine living does not need to be expensive though. There
is joy in small things like a walk in one of Brussels’ farms
where sustainability and looking after the environment is
key. Especially if the sun is shining.
Liz Newmark
Editor

WWW.MYKNOKKE-HEIST.BE/EXPATS

Carey Mulligan will feature in a
string of projects this year:
Spaceman, Maestro,
Fingernails and She Said –
the powerful movie
documenting Harvey
Weinstein’s fall from grace
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Luxury fashion: A
Belgian cosmetics brand
straight from the vine
On 3 December 2021,
Belgium’s La Maison Eole’s
Anne-Sophie CharleEwbank de Wespin, along
with artistic director Charles
Kaisin, launched something
completely different – a
full range of high quality
cosmetics all inspired by
ingredients from the family
vineyard le Domaine de
Chant d’Eole in Quévy-leGrand, 12km from Mons.
Personal coaching:
Discover how to be clear,
positive, bigger
Many people have asked
me what top two or
three issues they should
focus on this year. From
my perspective, the top
three things that you,
as a business owner,
entrepreneur or private
person should be putting
into focus for 2022 are:
goals, growth and positivity.
Learning to meditate:
Discover the 10x10x10
meditation method
Feeling stressed out,
anxious, irritable, or super
busy? Then meditation is
for you. You get so much
more out of meditation than
what your first impression
might let you believe –
including freeing up time
to meditate. It is the best
antidote to stress and
headaches.
18 I togethermag.eu

Access to the thermal baths for one day.
Use of bathrobe, towels and shower slippers.
Possibility to participate in various Aufguss
and scrubbing sessions.

The following individual treatments:
•
•
•

Hydrating facial treatment (25 min.) with
a cherry extract gel mask.
Stress-busting Body Relax Massage (25 min.)
with a fruity massage oil.
Relaxing queen’s bath with infrared therapy
session (45 min.).

Price: € 124.50 euros per person.
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Long live spring!
Get into spring at Thermae Boetfort and Thermae
Grimbergen. Soak up the sunshine in the stunning
garden, warm up in the saunas and cool down again
in the cold plunge pool and let the alternating exposure to hot and cold strengthen your immunity.
Treat yourself to total relaxation with one of our new
spring offers.

•
•
•

Access to the thermal baths for one day.
Use of bathrobe, towels and shower slippers.
Possibility to participate in various Aufguss
and scrubbing sessions.

The following individual treatments:
•

While your body absorbs the hydrating ingredients of the body wrap, you are pampered
with a short facial treatment and a relaxing
foot massage (50 min.).

Price: 84.50 euros per person.

H OTE L & WE LLNES S

HO T E L & WE LLNESS

Wolvertemsesteenweg 74, 1850 Grimbergen

Sellaerstraat 42, 1820 Melsbroek

+32 (0)2 270 81 96

+32 (0)2 759 81 96

Thermae Grimbergen

Thermae Boetfort

OPEN-AIR
BRUSSELS
ATOMIUM
ALL SUMMER

Starring in Belgium
We look at three hot tickets at the
Ancienne Belgique this month
Zwangere Guy
With the release of his debut album ‘Wie Is Guy?’ and his
already legendary visit to AB in 2019, Uccle-born (he may well
have been a neighbour of Angèle and Romeo Elvis) Gorik van
Oudheusden – aka Zwangere (pregnant) Guy – showed us
who’s the boss of Brussels rap. It is clear that his forthright
raps and imposing, compelling live shows make an impression.
Bearing a golden album and a backpack full of rave reviews,
the man from Brussels now returns to his hometown, where he
will again show the AB ‘what the fuck is up’. Tickets are selling
fast. Other dates may be added given the boss’s success.
21, 22 and 28 March 2022, 7.30pm. AB Main Hall. €25.
www.abconcerts.be
BHM x AB: Sebene Night + Kingdom of Kela
Come and enjoy a night of Congolese rumba complete with
a live band and dancing. In its fifth year, Black History Month
Belgium (BHM) and AB are joining forces to present a ‘Sebene
Night’. In partnership with ‘Kingdom of Kela’, an Antwerp
organisation with a solid reputation in the Afro-dance world, AB
is celebrating with masses of music and dancing. Hosted by
Rabba and DJ Ramos Sama, the line-up features RabbaDance
& The Kingz & Guests and VillaNova EL Paris (live bands and
dance). This year, BHM’s theme is ‘the power of assembly’.
The assembly represents “the essence of the people who
have gathered and the synthesis of their knowledge and
commitments”. 26 March, 8pm. AB Club. €12.
www.abconcerts.be
Shabazz Palaces
About ten years ago, American hip-hop group Shabazz
Palaces caused a commotion with ‘Black Up’, described by
Pitchfork magazine as an “album with an impossible vision”.
The futuristic, quirky sound of singer and producer Ishmael
Butler was influenced by greats including Sun Ra, George
Clinton and Alice Coltrane. The second equally impressive
album ‘Lese Majesty’ was followed by two concept albums:
‘Quazarz: Born on a Gangster Star’ and ‘Quazarz vs. The
Jealous Machines’, dubbed by AB as “albums that break all the
rules”. The new ‘The Don of Diamond Dreams’ album marks a
new path. Ishmael Butler’s son, emo (‘emotionally expressive’
rock) rapper Lil Tracy, adds a new dimension to the sound.
30 March, 8pm. AB Club. €15.
www.abconcerts.be
20 I togethermag.eu

HERBIE
HANCOCK
THURSDAY 30 JUNE

DUTRONC
& DUTRONC
FRIDAY 1 JULY

NILE RODGERS
& CHIC
+ DIMITRI FROM PARIS
WEDNESDAY 6 JULY

GILBERTO GIL
& FAMILY
SUNDAY 24 JULY
& MANY MORE SOON · INFO&TICKETS : WWW.ARENA5.BE
H-PARK SRL, PLACE DE BELGIQUE 1, 1020 BRUXELLES

C H A R I T Y

The Ligue Braille:
Another way of seeing life
Together finds out about a charity that helps blind and
partially-sighted people all over Belgium

L

aunched in 1920, the Ligue Braille
(Braille League), headquartered
minutes from Brussels South (Midi)
station, is now supporting over 15,500 blind
and partially sighted people all over Belgium.
The not-for-profit organisation’s key goal is
to increase the self-reliance, integration and
development of blind and partially sighted
people. The Ligue relies on the public’s
generosity: only 22.96% of its needs are
met by grants, the rest
comes from donations.
Volunteer participation is
crucial to help blind and
partially sighted people
in activities including
learning braille, cooking,
education and training.
“Volunteers are vital for
ensuring the association
runs smoothly and
extra hands are always
welcome,” the charity
says.
The Ligue Braille offers
myriad ways to help the
blind and partially-sighted in
four key areas:

In addition, the Braille Shop offers some
500 technical and mobility aids like tactile
watches, colour detectors and Braille
typewriters that can be tested on site before
purchase.

“ VOLUNTEERS
ARE VITAL ”

• Coping from day to day (e.g. learning
Braille, guide dog training, occupational
therapy).
• Finding your way, seeking training or
getting a job (with educational support and
vocational training centres).
• Reading, playing and relaxing (with the
Braille Library, Ludotheque and Braille Clubs
that organise trips and cultural visits).
22 I togethermag.eu

• Technical aids (e.g. speaking alarm clocks
and kitchen scales, adapted telephones and
computers with magnification applications or
Braille displays).

In 2020, the Ligue Braille
provided support to
help 408 people in job
training and 137 students
with their education
and organised 342
sociocultural activities.
The organisation also
made available 535
games adapted for the
visually impaired at its
Ludotheque (gamelending centre) and
lent 9,030 books out
of the 61,878 available
on its online catalogue
(bibliotheque.braille.be).

How to help
Any contribution will help in areas including
guide dog training, expanding the speciallyadapted book collection; and in enabling
blind or partially sighted children to attend
self-reliance courses at the seaside.
Donors are given a tax certificate for any gift
equal to €40 or more a year.
For more information:
Ligue Braille, Rue d’Angleterre 57
1060 Brussels. Tel: 02 533 32 11
info@braille.be - www.braille.be

RESIDENTS ONLY
SWIMMING POOL
& FITNESS
UNIQUE
VIEW:
SEA,
NATURE
& DUNES

Swimming laps, training your
muscles, or having packages
safely delivered: Central Park
Tower has many extra assets on
offer. In addition to the spacious
entrance and the cosy lounge,
as a resident you will also have
access to the private swimming
pool and fitness with phenomenal
park view. For in depth relaxation
and true unwinding.

MAKE YOUR
APPOINTMENT
NOW FOR A VISIT
Sales Office Burco Coast
H.Baelskaai 20, Oostende
t. 0470 37 57 68 - info@baelskaai.be
BAELSKAAI.BE

Want to enjoy the
sea view without
limits? That is
possible thanks
to the full height
windows of your
apartment. The
beach, the dunes
and the central
park are also part
of your unique
panorama.
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Progress faster
with HIIT

PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT
High-intensity interval training (HIIT), short
periods of intensive effort, compensated
by intervals of recovery, has made its
way into gyms across the world

Fitness

HIIT fits in well with your lunch hour

H

Aspria invites you to take up high-intensity
interval training, a fitness routine that is
increasing in popularity worldwide

IIT has been on everyone’s lips for
several years now, and for good
reason. In this article, we take
a closer look at the advantages of this
training style, and share our tips on how to
incorporate it into your routine for maximum
results.

More recently, it has made its way into gyms
across the world, as a common practice.
In studio classes, HIIT training generally
involves working at more than 80% of your
maximum heart rate during exercise intervals
and allowing your heart rate to drop during
recovery intervals.

What is it?
High-intensity
interval training (HIIT)
involves short periods of intensive effort,
compensated by intervals of recovery.
The principle of HIIT is not new: interval
training has been part of the routine of many
professional athletes for over a century.

Benefits
1. Complex health
implications
By combining muscular and cardiovascular
work, with rapid intensity changes, HIIT
improves your metabolism, increases
your performance (physical, physiological,
cognitive), and has a preventive effect

“ INCREASE YOUR
PERFORMANCE ”

togethermag.eu I 25
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Living the dream –
from China to Belgium

Training is in short, intense periods

Jellen Monsieur talks to former professional
table tennis player Jasper Merckx about why
sporting success is not everything
Merckx was having the best
season of his career when the
pandemic struck. ©Jasper Merckx.

(against cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
obesity, and high cholesterol levels). It is also
known to help increase your proprioception
[also known as kinaesthesia, the sense of
self-movement and body position] and overall
stability.
2. Short but effective
HIIT guarantees quick results. The training
sessions are short and that is enough!
Because you are exercising in short but
intense periods, you will
feel like you are training
harder than in a longer,
regular workout.

trained to do the course. The HIIT instructors
at Aspria understand this, and offer the
possibility for everyone to adapt the training
to their own physical condition.”
2. Prepare your body
Considering the intense energy consumption
during the sessions, Florent advises not to
practice HIIT on an empty stomach. Ideally,
opt for a healthy snack two hours before
the class and remember to stay hydrated
throughout the training.

“ TAKE YOUR
FITNESS TO THE
NEXT LEVEL ”

3. Flexible training
option
Given the intensity, you do not have to spend
hours training at the club. This makes HIIT
the ideal type of exercise if you can only
spare the time at lunchtime or just after work
before the evening routine at home.
How to get started
1. Set your limits
The goal with HIIT workouts is to challenge
and push yourself further. But the most
important thing when you start HIIT is to
remember to be aware of your own limits.
Florent Rivault, Wellbeing Manager at Aspria,
explains: “The idea is to take your fitness
to the next level, not to have to be ultra26 I togethermag.eu

3. Maintain a balanced
approach
HIIT is a workout
designed to complement
a “classic” sports routine.
Experts usually recommend a maximum of
two HIIT sessions per week, combined with
other activities such as swimming, strength
training or yoga.
Florent confirms: “There is no need to
push your body to the point of exhaustion:
wellbeing is a question of balance. Push
yourself, but also leave time for stretching,
yoga and relaxation in the sauna or steam
room. Your body will thank you.”
For more information
Discover all the HIIT class options in the
Aspria Clubs on www.aspria.com

J

asper Merckx was pursuing a dream
to be among the best table tennis
players in the world when Covid-19
struck. He still plays table tennis at a high
level in Belgium, but the coronavirus was
a catalyst for him to make major lifestyle
changes.
Love at first sight
Merckx’s love for table tennis started when
he was very young. Aged eight he attended

his first session and immediately fell in love
with the sport. “I had a promising football
career: I was scouted by RSC Anderlecht
and other promising clubs, when suddenly I
was diagnosed with Perthes disease, which
severely affected my hip. After a few weeks
I was getting stir crazy not being able to
do anything but recuperate. That’s why I
decided to play table tennis in the garage
with my brother. But I never imagined that
I would love playing table tennis so much
togethermag.eu I 27
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that I would quit football and decide to focus
on becoming an A-level table tennis player
instead,” he tells Together.
Merckx started pursuing table tennis semiprofessionally at once. Hi a job and earning
money. His dream was to become one of
the best table tennis players in Belgium. “My
parents did not want me to solely focus on
table tennis. They agreed to pay for my table
tennis career, but I had to combine table
tennis with finishing my secondary and higher
education. They wanted me to have a backup plan in case my career went south.”
Fast forward eight years and Merckx
was a professional table tennis player. In
2015, when he was 19, he left Belgium to
go to China with the idea of training with
professional table tennis players for two
years. “This was a tough transition for me, I
had to train almost every day, learn Chinese,
take care of myself and study for my
bachelor's degree.”
Life was not easy, he said: “In the beginning
I felt lonely sometimes: I did not know many
people and during the first year I made sure
that I attended every training, which did not
give me much free time to explore Shanghai,
the eastern culture and meet new people.”
Merckx had a plan to succeed: “I doubled
my study period to six years so that I could
still pursue table tennis professionally. I
realised I was stuck at a certain level before
I left Belgium and I had wanted to become
the best player there. Also, I did not feel
appreciated when training with Wallonian
players and I had already explored most of
the training possibilities in the country. I felt
that I needed something new, that’s why I
moved to China.’
No big breakthrough
But the breakthrough did not happen,
Merckx did not improve his ranking further
than number 513 in the world in May 2017.
And he started thinking about returning
home.
‘Before the pandemic I had already planned
to come back to Belgium and start living
28 I togethermag.eu

with Jolien, my girlfriend,
while finishing my bachelor
degree,” Merckx admitted.
“I realised that despite
all the effort and time I
had put into my career, I
was not able to make a
sufficient income playing
table tennis and that it
was time to start looking
for a job and earning
money.
“I decided to move back
to Belgium during the
last year of my studies to
complete my marketing
internship. At the same
time I was playing abroad
for professional table
tennis clubs TTC Scylla in
the Netherlands and CTT
Metz in France. I played at
both clubs for almost one
season before COVID-19
struck in March 2020 and
table tennis was put on
hold due to the lockdown.
“At the start of 2020, I
started to view my life
differently: I realised I was
homesick and wanted to
spend more time with my
family and friends,” he
made clear. “COVID-19
was a catalyst for me to
come back to Belgium.
I was finally able to take
a breath and look at how I felt and what I
wanted in life.”
Different priorities
For Merckx, love and stability had become
more lasting goals: “I had a few romantic
relationships over the years, but I was never
able to fully commit to my partners, because
I wanted to focus on my professional career
and my studies.” This changed when he met
Jolien in the fifth year of his studies on Tinder
and then at a party.

“ MY PRIORITIES AND
GOALS HAVE SHIFTED ”

“I realised that I desired a successful, lasting
relationship and a steady, straightforward
day-to-day life in Belgium more than I did
spending most of my time abroad training for
international clubs and travelling. So in March
2020 I moved in with Jolien, started my job
at Digi-Motions in Aalst, and joined TTC
Sokah Antwerp in the Belgian first division.”

To become the best
Belgian table tennis
player, Merckx moved to
China to train with
Chinese professional
players. ©Jasper Merckx

day life up to now.
“A steady life, spending time with my
girlfriend and family, having some free time
and so much more were things I realised I
missed during my time abroad. I still have
that same dream of becoming an A-level
professional table tennis player, but my
priorities and goals have definitely shifted. I
do not want to go back to the life I led two
years ago.”

Merckx has been working for the marketing
bureau since August 2020 and is surprised at
how much he has loved his job and day-totogethermag.eu I 29
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Fuelling your
exercise routine
Dietician Sophie Bruno gives advice on what
to eat before, during and after workouts

T

hat period of the year is upon us yet
again. Spring is traditionally a time
to take stock of how you look;
especially if you have been making the
most of comfort food over the winter
period. With all the calories likely to have
stacked up, exercising to shed some of
those extra kilos you may have gained has
never been so appealing.
Perhaps you have set yourself
some different types of goals to
achieve when the colder months
are over. A charity run for fun?
Training for your first half marathon? Or
maybe you are simply aiming at improving
your stamina and performance. No matter
what your goal is nutrition plays a pivotal role
in supporting the training and competitive
demands of sport. Good food choices
ensure that you have adequate energy to
drive performance and aid recovery.
There are no strict rules or dietary plan that
you must adhere to. However, there are
some nutritional strategies and tips that may
optimise performance.
Before: Fuel up
Carbohydrates are vital for performance
during sport; muscles rely on carbohydrate
as their main source of fuel. Carbohydrate
is stored in muscles as glycogen. As the
body’s stores of glycogen are limited,
topping up the stores each day is key. The
amount you require depends on your training
programme and dietary goals. In general,
the more intense the training programme the
higher the amount of carbohydrates your
diet should contain. The consequences of
30 I togethermag.eu

recovery, both carbohydrate and protein
should feature in your post-exercise snack
or meal. The combination of both nutrients
promotes faster muscle repair and greater
muscle growth, replenishes glycogen stores
and reduces post-exercise muscle soreness.
If you only focus on high protein intake
without an adequate supply of carbohydrate,
the protein will be used for energy purposes
instead of being used to build muscle. Aim
to consume 1g carbohydrate per kg body
weight following the exercise.
Protein for power
Furthermore, the post-workout meal or
snack should also comprise protein. Protein
is required for building and repairing muscle
and plays an important role in how the body
responds to exercise. One of the biggest
myths is that consuming large amounts of
protein equates to large biceps. Muscle is
gained through a combination of resistance
training and a diet that contains adequate
energy and carbohydrate.

carbohydrate poor diets encompass energy
deficits during exercise, early fatigue, loss of
concentration and delayed recovery. For your
pre-workout meal, combining carbohydrate
with protein and fat will provide sustained
energy and maximum performance during a
training session.
Timing of a pre-workout meal
The timing of your food before a workout can
make a big difference to how you feel and
will have an impact on your performance. For
most workouts, you should aim to eat 2-4
hours before exercising. If you have no time
for a meal then have a smaller, healthy snack
up to 30 minutes before training.
After: Refuel your tank
The most effective refuelling to kick-start
recovery occurs within 0-30 minutes
immediately after exercise; for a rapid

The ideal post-exercise protein dose to
trigger maximum muscle protein synthesis
(MPS) is 15-25g (or about 0.25g per kilogram
of body weight). Exceeding this amount will
not increase MPS for most people. Eating
less may produce smaller gains. Leucine, a
branched chain amino acid and component
of protein, is the key trigger that stimulates
MPS as well as promoting muscle recovery
after exercise. Milk, whey, casein, egg, meat,
poultry and fish are rich sources.
As an example, 500ml milk with a banana is
a healthy option that delivers carbohydrate
and protein in amounts that optimise
recovery as well as providing other nutritional
needs. Milk will provide the protein needed to
maximise muscle adaptation after exercise. It
also contains the optimal amount of leucine
that promotes muscle building after exercise.
You can also obtain 20g protein from three
eggs or 250g Greek yoghurt or 25g whey
powder or ricotta, honey and banana on
toast.

As muscle recovery continues for several
hours − perhaps up to 24 hours − you
should continue consuming protein at regular
intervals throughout the day; aim for 15-25g
of protein at each meal.
Hydration
Maintaining adequate hydration is essential
for physical and mental performance.
It is paramount to start each exercise
session well hydrated, to take on board
appropriate fluids during the workout and
restore hydration levels as soon as possible
afterwards to optimise the recovery process.
For low-intensity exercise lasting for a
short time, water is a good choice for
rehydration. Water is affordable and
convenient for most recreational exercisers.
Sports drinks containing electrolytes
are unnecessary unless you are training
for over an hour. For moderate to high
intensity and endurance sports lasting
longer than an hour a drink which contains
carbohydrate and electrolytes, such as
milk or a commercial isotonic sports drink,
is generally more effective than water in
enhancing performance. These drinks
contain carbohydrate to help delay fatigue
by delivering glucose to the muscles and
electrolytes to replace sodium lost in sweat. It
is important to note that some studies show
that milk rehydrates you more effectively than
isotonic sports drinks.
Lastly, the sports world is overflowing with
bars, pills, powders and specialised foods
that all pledge fitness or performance
enhancements. They are particularly popular
in the athletic as well as recreational sporting
domain. Recreational exercisers do not
normally require supplements to complement
their diet.
Focusing on achieving a healthy, balanced
diet with adequate hydration will supply the
necessary nutrients and energy for sport and
achieving fitness goals.
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Super healthy
healthy
Super
week
menu
week
menu
W
Health

Nutrition

orld-renowned life coach and
motivational speaker Tony Robbins
promoteslife
a healthy,
vital,motivational
attractive
orld-renowned
coach and
lifestyle
aided
by
responsible
weight
loss
products.
speaker Tony Robbins promotes
a healthy,

W

vital, attractive lifestyle aided by responsible
He says: “Most people don’t give vitality and
weight loss
products.

health the critical level of focus it deserves.
It’s more than what you eat or how often you
He says: “Most people don’t give vitality and health the
exercise. It’s even more than just essential steps to
critical level of focus it deserves. It’s more than what you
wellness. It’s energy to fully live the game of life.”

Tony Robbins has a plan to

Tony
Robbins
has aour
planhealth,
to stop
stop
us neglecting
us neglecting
our
health,
by
taking
by taking us through it blow
by
us through
it
blow
by
blow,
meal
blow, meal by meal
by meal

Basmati rice with sliced avocado and tomato
Thursday
with lemon
juiceand avocado salad with
Tomato,
cucumber
olive oil and lemon juice

seasoned with olive oil and real salt and pepp
Saturday
Stir-fry vegetables and hash browns with
Saturday
green peppers
and onions

MixTomato,
of fresh cucumber
melons and/or
(after with
and grapefruit
avocado salad
30 olive
days oil
of and
healthful
living
and cleansing, and
lemon
juice
only on an empty stomach)

Vegetable
juice (aand
blend
of celery, cucumber,
peppers
onions
parsley and spinach) and tomato, cucumber
and avocado
saladjuice
with (a
olive
oil and
lemoncucumber,
Vegetable
blend
of celery,
juice parsley and spinach) and tomato, cucumber

Thursday

Mix of fresh melons and/or grapefruit (after 30

Friday
days of healthful living and cleansing, and only
Stir-fry
broccoli
sesame oil, Bragg Liquid
on an
emptywith
stomach)
Aminos, Chinese 5-spice powder, sesame
seeds

Friday
Stir-fry broccoli with sesame oil, Bragg Liquid
Basmati rice with broccoli and cauliflower
Aminos, Chinese 5-spice powder, sesame
seasoned with olive oil and real salt and
seeds
pepper

Stir-fry vegetables and hash browns with gree

and avocado salad with olive oil and lemon

Sundayjuice
Steamed broccoli with olive oil and lemon
juice

Sunday
Steamed broccoli with olive oil and lemon juic

Miso soup and cucumber, tomato and
avocado salad

Miso soup and cucumber, tomato and avocad
salad

Basmati rice with broccoli and cauliflower

eat or how often you exercise. It’s even more than just
essentialTosteps
to wellness.
It’s energy
to fully
live the
help you
take control
and actively
pursue
the
game ofhealth,
life.” energy and vitality that you’ve been looking
for, here is a super healthy plan.

To help you take control and actively pursue the health,
energy and
vitality
that you’ve
been looking for, here is a
MEAL
BY MEAL:
BREAKFAST
super healthy plan.
In the morning, break your fast

MEALStart
BYyour
MEAL:
BREAKFAST
day off right
with green vegetables and/
or juices of alkalizing foods. When you wake up,

want to break
cleanse,your
not clog.
In the you
morning,
fastFor example, try
vegetable
or low-sugar
juices. and/or
Start your
day off broth
right with
green vegetables
juices of alkalizing foods. When you wake up, you want
Monday
to cleanse,
not clog. For example, try vegetable broth or
Steamed
low-sugar
juices. broccoli with olive oil and lemon juice.
Miso soup and spinach and fresh greens with
Monday
lemon
and with
lime juice
Udo’s
Choice
Perfected
Steamed
broccoli
olive and
oil and
lemon
juice.
Oil Blend.

Miso soup and spinach and fresh greens with lemon
Tuesday
and lime juice and Udo’s Choice Perfected Oil Blend.

Open-faced avocado sandwich on toasted
sprouted bread with avocado, tomato and
Tuesday
seasoning (e.g., Mrs. Dash)
Open-faced
avocado
on toasted
sprouted
Vegetable
juicesandwich
(blend of carrot,
celery,
parsley
bread with
tomato
andavocado,
wheatgrass
juice)and seasoning (e.g., Mrs.

Dash)

Wednesday

Vegetable
juice (blend
of carrot,
celery,(diced
parsley
and
Roasted
vegetable
broth soup
courgette
wheatgrass
juice) squash) and green salad with crunchy
and yellow
chow mein noodles and green peas Basmati rice

Wednesday
with sliced avocado and tomato with lemon juice
Roasted vegetable
broth soup (diced courgette and
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yellow squash) and green salad with crunchy chow
mein noodles and green peas
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P E R S O N AGinger/carrot
L
soup with courgette salad
(courgette,
red
leaf and romaine lettuce,
re going to eat foods that clog you,
D like
E VELOPMENT
radishes
and
onions
with flaxseed oil, real salt
and sugar,
this
is
the
time
to
do
it.
Nutrition
and garlic dressing)
MEAL BY MEAL: LUNCH
Saturday
you’ll giveIf your
body
a chance
to digest
you’re
going
to eat foods
that clog
Vegetable burger on sprouted wheat bun with
Sunday
leanse itself
the
remainder
of the
you,for
like
meat
and sugar,
thisday.
is the
avocado, lettuce, tomato and sweet potato chips
Vegetarian chilli and yellow squash
time to do it.
day
Ginger/carrot soup with courgette salad (courgette,
Salad
wrapand
in aromaine
pita with
vegetables
andand onions
able wrapThen
(sprouted
tortilla
with
peppers,
you’ll give
your
body
a chance
red leaf
lettuce,
radishes
hummus
egetables,tosun-dried
almonds,
digest andtomatoes,
cleanse itself
for the
with flaxseed oil, real salt and garlic dressing)

AL BY MEAL: LUNCH

remainder of the day.

Monday
d courgette,
peppers, cauliflower and
Vegetable wrap (sprouted tortilla
oli over millet
with peppers, raw vegetables, sundried tomatoes, almonds, etc.)
day
courgette,
peppers,
burger onGrilled
a sprouted
wheat
bun with
cauliflower
and
broccoli
over millet
tomato and lettuce and mixed greens

Tuesday
Tuna burger on a sprouted wheat
ed aubergine sandwich on whole wheat
bun with fresh tomato and lettuce
cia bread with roasted peppers and pesto
and mixed greens salad

omato-spinach soup

Roasted aubergine sandwich on

nesday whole wheat focaccia bread with
m spinachroasted
salad with
falafeland pesto and
peppers
tomato-spinach soup

Child’s
play
Sunday
Some
yummychilli
andand
fun yellow
ideas for
a brown-bag
Vegetarian
squash
lunch or afternoon snack:
Salad wrap in a pita with vegetables and hummus

• Mini tortilla rollups with hummus and veggies
Child’s play
• Pre-made
salad bags of spinach, carrots,
Some yummy
and fun with
ideaslemon
for a brown-bag lunch
cucumbers
and walnuts
or afternoon
• Cut-up
celerysnack:
with a small contained of
• Minibutter
tortillafor
rollups
with hummus and veggies
almond
dipping
• Pre-made salad bags of spinach, carrots,
cucumbers and walnuts with lemon
• Cut-up celery with a small container of almond
butter for dipping

MEAL BY MEAL: DINNER
Eat several
beforeDINNER
you go to bed
MEAL
BYhours
MEAL:

Eat several hours before you retire
Sleep should be a restful state; you don’t
want your
body
overtime
duringwant
the
Sleep
should
be aworking
restful state;
you don’t
nightbody
to digest
your
food (resulting
in night
a fitfulto
your
working
overtime
during the
night of
sleep).
addition,
digest
your
food In
(resulting
in adon’t
fitful eat
nightcooked
of
sleep).
In addition,
eat cooked
foods late
at nightdon’t
— instead
makefoods
your late
at
nightsomething
— instead make
your easier
snack to
something
snack
fresh and
digest.
fresh and easier to digest.
Monday
Monday
Grilled halibut in pesto sauce with asparagus
Grilled
halibut cucumber
in pesto sauce
asparagus
and tomato,
and with
avocado
salad
and tomato, cucumber and avocado salad
Curried tofu and vegetables (peppers,
Curried
and vegetables
(peppers,
carrots,
carrots,tofu
broccoli,
cauliflower,
onion, garlic,
broccoli,
etc.) withcauliflower,
wild rice onion, garlic, etc.) with wild
rice
Tuesday
Tuesday
Grilled salmon, asparagus, spinach salad and
Grilled
asparagus, spinach salad and
lemon salmon,
tofu cheesecake
lemon tofu cheesecake
Cream of broccoli soup (with soy milk) and
Cream of broccoli soup (with soy milk) and
roasted vegetable wrap
roasted vegetable wrap

ped salad (finely chopped romaine
e, tomato,Wednesday
cucumber, pine nuts, sun-dried
oes, chopped
olive
oil with
and falafel
basil)
Warmherbs,
spinach
salad

Wednesday
Wednesday
Vegetable stir-fry seasoned with Bragg Liquid
Vegetable stir-fry seasoned with Bragg Liquid
Aminos,wild
wildrice
riceand
andmiso
misosoup
soup
Aminos,

sday Chopped salad (finely chopped
romaine
lettuce,
tomato, cucumber,
ed vegetable
wrap
with hummus
and
pine nuts, sun-dried tomatoes,
uleh

Vegetablefajitas
fajitaswith
withguacamole
guacamole
and
salsa,
Vegetable
and
salsa,
gazpacho
soup
and
mixed
greens
salad
with
gazpacho soup and mixed greens salad with
clover
sprouts,
pine
nuts,
herbs,
roasted
clover sprouts, pine nuts, herbs, roasted
peppersand
andolive
oliveoiloil
peppers

chopped herbs, olive oil and basil)

se salad (tuna, red-skinned potatoes,
Thursday
beans, olives,
romaine lettuce with lemon
Roasted vegetable wrap with
ing)
hummus and tabbouleh

ay
salad (tuna, red-skinned
soup withNicoise
field greens
salad and no-yeast
potatoes, green beans, olives,
ers

romaine lettuce with lemon dressing)

ortilla fishFriday
tacos (halibut, vegetables,
amole andLentil
tomato
salsa)
soup
with field greens salad
and no-yeast crackers

rday
able burger
sprouted
wheat(halibut,
bun with
Softon
tortilla
fish tacos
ado, lettuce,
tomato and
sweet potato
vegetables,
guacamole
and tomato
salsa)
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Saturday
Grilled vegetable pizza with Vegan
Saturday
Grilled
vegetable
pizza
rice
mozzarella
Mozzarella
(made
fromwith
rice)
and
tomato and
tomato
sauce
on a yeast-free
sauce on
a yeast-free
crust crust
Lentil
a mixed
greens
Lentilsoup
soupwith
withpita
pitachips
chipsand
and
a mixed
salad
(baby
greens,
seeds,
sprouts,
greens
salad
(baby flax
greens,
flaxlentil
seeds,
lentil
tomato,
sprouts,cucumber)
tomato, cucumber)
Sunday
Sunday
Broiled
medley
Broiledherbed
herbedmahi
mahimahi,
mahi,vegetable
vegetable
medley
and
baby
greens
salad
with
flaxseeds,
lemon
and baby greens salad with flaxseeds,
lemon
juice
juice and
andolive
oliveoiloil
Rice
with
Rice or
orspelt
speltpasta
pastaininpesto
pestosauce
sauce
with
cabbage,
carrots
and
pine
nuts,
garlic
toast and
cabbage, carrots and pine nuts, garlic
mixed
greens
salad
with tomato,
cucumber,
toast and
mixed
greens
salad with
tomato,
flaxseeds and avocado
cucumber, flaxseeds and avocado
Try this…
Try this…
Add some zing to your water with a slice of
Add some zing to your water with a slice of
lemon or a bit of mint. These small touches will
lemon or a bit of mint. These small touches
awaken your taste buds and help cleanse your
will awaken your taste buds and help cleanse
body.
your body.

Thursday
Thursday
Minestronesoup
soupand
andspaghetti
spaghettisquash
squash
with
Minestrone
with
a
a tomato-basil
sauce
tomato-basil
sauce
Bakedsalmon
salmonwith
witholive
oliveoil,oil,
rosemary,
Baked
rosemary,
saltsalt
and
and pepper,
sauteed
spinach
with and
garlic
and
pepper,
sautéed
spinach
with garlic
green
greenwith
salad
with
oil andjuice
lemon juice
salad
olive
oil olive
and lemon
Friday
Friday
Split
fish
tacos
with
Split pea
peasoup
soupand
andsoft
softtortilla
tortilla
fish
tacos
lettuce,
tomato,
guacamole
and salsa
with lettuce,
tomato,
guacamole
and(optional:
salsa
soy
sour cream)
(optional:
soy sour cream)
Wonton
Wontonsoup
soup(no
(noegg,
egg,nonomushrooms),
mushrooms),
Szechwan
with
black
Szechwanshrimp
shrimpand
andsnap
snappeas
peas
with
black
bean
bean sauce
sauce(no
(noMonosodium
monosodiumGlutamate)
glutamate)
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Discover Montgomery
International School, Brussels
Together highlights the international
school’s upcoming open days

T

he Montgomery
International
School is a
private school near the
Montgomery roundabout,
in Woluwe Saint-Lambert,
opposite ICHEC Brussels
Management School.
Welcoming children aged 5
to 18, it is the only school
in Belgium to offer the
International Baccalaureate
(IB) programmes with
a possibility to choose
between a bilingual
French/English programme or a fully
anglophone programme in both primary and
secondary sections.
The number of families in Belgium and
worldwide that choose an international
school and the International Baccalaureate
programmes for their children is constantly
increasing. The figures speak for themselves:
first year university students that graduated
from high school with the IB Diploma
Programme have a substantially higher
success rate than those that followed other
programmes (1).
Montgomery International School has been
so successful that it is growing and has
therefore opened a second site, just a few
metres down Avenue de Broqueville.
The school is planning four special open days
(Portes Ouvertes) so that families can learn
more about the school and its programmes.
These are by appointment only, please
email: info@ecole-montgomery.be

The dates for your diary are:
* Thursday 17 March 2022
* Friday 22 April 2022
* Friday 20 May 2022
* Monday 27 June 2022
If you cannot be present at any of these
events, you can contact the school anyway
to make an appointment at another time in
order to get all the information necessary to
enrol your children.
The school leadership, teachers and pupils
will be pleased to show you around their
school and to explain the IB programmes.
www.ecole-montgomery.be
(1) International Baccalaureate, Key
findings from research on the impact of
the IB DP, 2021, https://www.ibo.org/
globalassets/publications/ib-research/keyfindings-from-research-on-the-impact-of-thedpen.pdf, accessed 28/01/2022.
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Only a king can
dream Versailles
Tom Meyers looks at the starting
point on the road to self-fulfilment
I’d like to show why
I think this is so by
illustrating it with the
metaphor ‘Only a king
can dream Versailles’
from the book The
School for Gods by
Professor Stefano
d’Anna.

P

ersonal development is the
conscious pursuit of self-realisation
by expanding your self-awareness
and by nourishing and honing your
innate potential. In other words, personal
development is reaching out for your heart’s
desire, to become who you were born to be.

If you’re not born into
a royal family then the
likelihood you’ll ever
become a king is very
slim and Versailles or any
other kingdom is very
far off. You don’t hear
me say that becoming a
king or having a kingdom is impossible but it
is highly unlikely. And let’s say you managed
against all odds and with enormous sacrifices
you’ve become a king, then the question
remains will you be living a meaningful and
happy life or always live in fear of losing it?

"TODAY IS THE
DAY THAT YOU
CAN CHANGE
YOUR LIFE"

But what does your heart
truly desire? Your heart,
not your mind. What does
your heart beat for? Who
were you born to be? When
you’re on a path of personal
development finding the
answers to these kinds of
questions is a very good
start and makes a sound basis for truly
finding happiness and fulfilment.

I would even go a step further: it is essential
and the best present you’ll ever give yourself.
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On the journey of selfrealization, finding out your
innate gifts – your potential
– is the best starting point
for setting your aims in life
so that you can live the
dream. AIM is an anagram
for I AM... who am I?

It’s important to remember that you are not
alone. You are part of a society that is part
of the earth that is part of the galaxy that is
part of the Universe. Your reason for being is
associated with a contribution to a collective.
You are like a single cell with a specific role

and function that together with all the other
cells makes up your body – something bigger
than the sum of its parts. When does a body
function well? When all the parts are playing
their role.
When you start nourishing and nurturing your
soul’s purpose and start playing your part
you will see miracles happen, you will be
happier, healthier and live a more fulfilled life.
There will be a continuous quality to life that
you’ve only experienced on occasion.
Today is the day that you can change your
life. When you feel unhappy, uneasy and
sense that something isn’t adding up...
accept it. Observe what isn’t going well, what
you’d like to change. Then decide to take the
time to work on yourself. The next question is
where you want to start your quest.
When finding out your innate potential and
who you were born to be, there are a few
questions that can help you:

1. What do you admire in others?
2. What do others admire in you?
3. What have you done that made you truly
happy?
Answers should be short and precise, just
like key words.
Use the answers to these questions as a
mirror to your soul. Question 1 is the mirror of
your unconscious and the potential waiting to
be developed. Question 2 and 3 are mirrors
of expressed potential but something that will
need honing and given direction.
Enjoy the journey and remember: “The
amplitude of one’s own being sets the limit
of what a man can ask from life and the
culmination of his every desire. At the same
time it is also the limit of all that a man can
receive and possess.” (The Dreamer, The
School for Gods)
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Kiss the R.A.I.N.
away
Self help

Chandra Devi (the chosen pen name and Hindi
baptismal name of Karen Northshield) explains a
four-step technique to combat negative thoughts
and emotions

W

Recognise rain in all its aspects…

hoever does not experience
negative thoughts or upsetting
emotions can stop reading right

here.

We are taught to ignore any negative
thoughts and focus on the sunshine,
rainbows and butterflies of life. But when
thoughts become repetitious they can
become annoying. And when
they are left undealt with they
come pouring down like rain,
and can lead to bad states
of mind or mood. What we
may not realise is that some
thoughts are meant for us to
pay special attention to and
address.

louder provoking a negative state which only
becomes more draining. However, if we tend
to the child’s needs and request for attention
as they appear, we accommodate not only
their peace of mind but also our own as well.
Another challenge we are often faced with
is not judging our thoughts and emotions.
When we judge our thoughts and emotions,
we have a tendency to judge
ourselves. We are experts in
judging, identifying ourselves
through our thoughts and
emotions. And yet, an
increasing amount of research
tells us that we are not our
thoughts and emotions.
So how can we dissociate
ourselves from them?

“ SOME
THOUGHTS
ARE MEANT
FOR SPECIAL
ATTENTION ”

Our initial response to
negative thoughts is to suppress them. This
might work once but like pain that persists,
they return only stronger. A reoccurring
thought is really asking for our attention and
to take care of its need. Persisting thoughts
turn into emotions and are like an unhappy
child putting up a fuss. Our first common
reaction to a fussing child is ignorance and
annoyance. But with intentional care, we
soon realise that the child is really looking
for attention. If we continue to ignore the
child, the screaming and yelling only gets
40 I togethermag.eu

Mindfulness and meditation is not so much
about eliminating unwelcoming thoughts
and emotions, but learning to identify and
deal with them as they appear. The following
four-step technique can help us deal with
negative thoughts or undesired emotions
as they appear without leading us down a
road of self-judgment and negativity. When
applied, we learn to transform our initial
response to a trigger with non-attachment. It
is a useful technique used in mindfulness.

RAIN is an acronym that was created over 20
years ago by a meditation teacher practising
Vipassana (an ancient mindfulness meditation
technique involving observing your thoughts
and emotions as they are, without judging
or dwelling on them). When a negative or
agitated feeling arises, we pause, remember
the four steps named in the acronym, and
begin to pay attention to our reaction or
response. The RAIN technique is a simple,
yet highly effective way of tuning into our
inner world and creating a pause between
the stimulus of the outside world and our
reaction. RAIN teaches us to be more mindful
towards our thoughts and reactions to them
and less judgmental of ourselves.
RAIN stands for:
Recognise what is going on.
Allow or accept the experience to be there,
just as it is, without judgment.
Investigate with self-compassion, curiosity
and openness.
Non-attachment or non-identifying with the
experience.
1. Recognise: The first step is getting
into the habit of putting words to thoughts
and feelings as they are happening. It may
be difficult to do at first, given how our
emotions can get the
better of us. This is like
recognising the rainfall
in all its aspects: its
volume, its wetness, its
intensity. Calling out its
name is the first step to
shedding light through the rain fog.

3. Investigate: Intentional investigation
might reveal something you did not know
or deepen your understanding of yourself.
Ask yourself: Why do I feel this way? What
might this emotion be trying to tell me? It
is easy to judge ourselves. This step gives
us room to separate ourselves from our
thoughts and emotions. We investigate from
a new standpoint of view our thoughts and
emotions as separate from the trigger itself.
The rain is neither good nor bad. It simply
is. The rain is the rain in all its aspects and
our emotions are not the rain. Moreover,
investigating allows us to approach our
thoughts with an attitude of curiosity and
openness. Rain, like any season, feeling or
emotion, will pass.
4. Non-identification: You are not your
thoughts and emotions. In the same way,
if someone does you harm, it does not
mean you are a bad person. Or a curious
person might out of curiosity read about
Communism. This does not make them a
Communist.
Too often we focus on what our thoughts
and feelings mean about us. For example,
when we feel angry, we can be quick to feel
guilty about feeling angry. Or we feel insecure
and we interpret that
those feelings are
true or that we must
deserve them. The
non-identification step
helps us to untangle
our feelings and
thoughts from our sense of self-worth and
identity – and start making it easy to reach
compassionate, dissociated conclusions.

“ PERSISTING
THOUGHTS TURN
INTO EMOTIONS ”

2. Allow or accept: The second step is
in allowing the thought or emotion to exist
without immediately trying to push it away.
This is an easy step to skip, especially if you
are in the habit of suppressing your negative
voice. Allowing the rainfall to simply be is like
contemplating its characteristics for what
they are. It is allowing the rain to exist in its
natural state without judging or criticising
it. The rain is just what it is: a natural
atmospheric process of wet substance.

Non-identification means acknowledging
that you are a whole person, and this difficult
emotion or thought is just a tiny, fleeting part
of who you are. Just like everything else,
seasons, the rain, it will pass.
This RAIN technique teaches us to pause,
reflect and adjust to our initial, often
impulsive, response to something in a way
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Focus on the sunshine,
rainbows and butterflies…

that is accommodating and comfortable. It is
in the same way that you would deal with a
child’s needs to accommodate both you and
the child.

The next time a negative thought or emotion
arises, challenge yourself to take a moment,
like you would before you would step out in
the pouring rain, to contemplate your thought
or emotion following the RAIN
technique. Whip out your
notebook or piece of paper and
truthfully investigate your feeling
or emotion according to the
RAIN technique. What is the
result? How do you feel now
and is it different than before?

Season’s Greetings
Season’s Greetings

RENOVATION / MAINTENANCE / INSTALLATION

“ WE ARE
NOT OUR
THOUGHTS
AND
EMOTIONS ”

Benefits of the RAIN
technique:
• Helps to welcome your
thoughts and emotions
• Helps you find peace in
difficult thoughts and emotions
• Helps you to think twice
before reacting impulsively
• Creates a state of responding
rather than reacting
• Helps you make wiser decisions
• Improves your inner awareness
• Improves your self-compassion
• Gives you a calm and clear mind
• Improves the quality of your life and
relationships
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Little by little, as you put this
technique into practice, you
learn to kiss the RAIN away.

Av. du Prince de Ligne 18 - 1180 Brussels
T. +32 2 373 08 30 - F. +32 2 372 29 19
Av.
du Prince de Ligne
18 - 1180 Brussels
info@mygroom.be
- www.mygroom.be
T. +32 2 373 08 30 - F. +32 2 372 29 19
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Promise Power
Self help

Matthew Cossolotto
explains how the power of making a promise
can change your life and transform the world

We must do what we promise to do

Making that promise started me on an
eventful journey as a personal empowerment
author, speaker and coach. I happened to
re-read the dedication a few years after it
was published and found myself suddenly
struck by the phrase “the power of making
a promise.” The words seemed to jump off
the page at me, grab me by the shoulders
and declare their full meaning: There truly is
a unique power in making a promise … and
this power is available to each and every one
of us. We just have to recognise that power
and learn how to tap into it. And when we
do, as I discovered in my own life, we can
indeed change our lives for the better and
transform the world in wondrous ways.
When I told Jack Canfield, co-creator of
the Chicken Soup for the
Soul series [of inspirational
true stories about ordinary
people’s lives], about the
promise to my mother, he
enthusiastically agreed
to write the foreword to
my forthcoming book about the power of
promises. “A promise is a promise,” Canfield
writes. “There are no ifs, ands or buts about
promises. A promise is a promise. Period.”

In his foreword, Canfield reveals for the first
time in any publication the promise he made
at the age of 27. This transformative promise
changed the course of his life, thereby
enriching the lives of millions of people
around the world.
There is something very special, even
magical, in the very words “I promise.” There
is something almost instinctive in the human
experience that values promise-keeping
and decries promise-breaking. “We are
neurologically wired to keep our promises,”
observed best-selling author, John Assaraf,
in his interview for my book.
NATO’s Mutual Defense Promise
But the power of making a promise
goes beyond personal
empowerment. It can
also have world-changing
significance. For example,
I dedicated my recently
published book – The Joy
of Public Speaking – to the
staff and leaders of NATO, where I used to
work as a speechwriter. In the dedication, I
referred to “the surprisingly few in number
but remarkably effective staff of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), all gifted
and dedicated men and women who serve
every day to fulfill NATO’s history-shaping
promise: to preserve the peace and defend
the values of democracy.”

“ A PROMISE IS
LIKE A GOAL
ON STEROIDS. ”

E

very year on March 1 – my mother’s
birthday – I reflect on the promise I
made to her on her deathbed that
I would finish writing a book she had been
encouraging me to write and dedicate it to
her memory.
Her eyes filled with tears.
She smiled brightly and said
with determination, “You do
that, Matthew, you do that!
This makes me very happy.”

“In loving memory of
my mother … I did it,
Mom! Finally. I can honestly
say that this book would
never have been completed
had I not made that
promise to you at home in
Gasquet, California, a few
weeks before you passed away. This vividly
demonstrates the power of making a
promise, especially to your mother.”

“ A PROMISE
IS A PROMISE.
PERIOD. ”

I knew then that I had crossed the Rubicon
[the point of no return], and that failure was
not an option. Even though I had never
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written a self-help book at that time, I knew I
had to keep that solemn promise. I’m happy
to say I did. The book was published a few
years later with the following dedication:

Canfield continues: “Many people ignore the
powerful, life-transforming resources that we
already possess and instead seek outside
themselves for ways to change their lives,
reach their goals and resolutions and make
a positive difference in the world. Perhaps
after reading this book and learning more
about the power of making a promise, more
people will take advantage of this amazing,
irresistible force for positive change – a
resource that should be regarded as one of
our greatest treasures in life.”
It always surprises me that self-help authors
and success coaches have largely neglected
this potent force for personal empowerment.
The concept of Promise Power extols and
embraces an old-fashioned value: We must
take responsibility for our lives, and this
begins with doing what we promise to do.

I’m not alone in referring to the promise made
by the members of NATO. In his address to
a joint session of the United States Congress
(April 3, 2019), NATO Secretary General
Jens Stoltenberg said that the founders of
NATO established the organisation “with
a clear purpose. To preserve peace and
to safeguard freedom. With an iron-clad
commitment by all members of the Alliance
to protect each other. They made a solemn
promise. One for all and all for one.”
This mutual defense promise is enshrined in
Article 5 of NATO’s founding treaty, signed
almost 73 years ago (on April 4, 1949).
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Dr. Martin Luther King
In his 1963 ‘I have a dream’
Jr.’s Promissory Note
speech, Martin Luther King
said America had promised
In his historic “I Have a
everyone life, liberty and
Dream” speech, delivered
the pursuit of happiness
on the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial in Washington
DC on August 28, 1963,
Dr. King made several
references to the country’s
“promises” to all citizens,
black and white.
In a cleverly argued and
extremely effective passage,
King makes a humorous
reference to a “bad check”
marked “insufficient
funds” in discussing the
“promissory note” signed by
In that spirit, I’m on a magnificent mission
the “architects of our republic.”
to spread the power of promises to millions
“Five score years ago, a great American, in
of people around the world. I often say
whose symbolic shadow we stand today,
a promise is like a goal on steroids and
signed the Emancipation
I encourage people to
Proclamation… But one
turn important goals into
hundred years later, the
heartfelt promises. I sum
Negro still is not free…
up my Promise Power
In a sense we’ve come
message in four simple,
to our nation’s capital to
mantra-like sentences: Make
cash a check. When the
a promise. Keep your
architects of our republic
word. Change your
wrote the magnificent words
life. Transform the world.
of the Constitution and the Declaration
of Independence, they were signing a
If you’re serious about achieving a specific
promissory note to which every American
goal in your life or perhaps making a positive
was to fall heir. This note was a promise that
difference in the world, I encourage you to
all men, yes, black men as well as white
state the goal in very clear, precise words to
men, would be guaranteed the “unalienable
someone you care about and then say the
Rights” of “Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
two magic words: I promise.
Happiness.” It is obvious today that America
has defaulted on this promissory note, insofar
About the Author
as her citizens of colour are concerned.
A former NATO speechwriter, Matthew
Instead of honoring this sacred obligation,
Cossolotto is the author of The Joy of Public
America has given the Negro people a
Speaking (now available on Amazon.com)
bad check, a check which has come back
and a forthcoming book on the power of
marked “insufficient funds.”
promises with a foreword by Jack Canfield.
With Dr. King’s example in mind, I am
Matthew provides coaching and conducts
reminded of one of my favorite quotes from
public speaking workshops and other
United States President John F. Kennedy:
Personal Empowerment Programs (PEPTalks)
“One person can make a difference, and
in Brussels and beyond.
everyone should try.”
www.ThePodiumPro.com

“ KEEP YOUR
WORD…
TRANSFORM
THE WORLD. ”
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"My Awareness
and Focus are
Laser Sharp"

JOIN ARNON BARNES
AND AN EXCLUSIVE GROUP OF
BUSINESS OWNERS FOR THE
ADVENTURE OF A LIFE-TIME!

"Peace & Awareness were
instilled into me without me
even noticing it"

Learn how to increase your
inner-strength.
Grow your trust and
confidence levels
Meet like-minded business
owners and form bonds that
will last a life-time
Become a better leader
Learn life-lessons from
nature
Become fearless in the face
of any challenge
Have a lot of FUN

LIMITED SPOTS AVAILABLE
FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL:
INFO@ARNONBARNES.COM
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The power of
multi-dimensional
thinking
Coach

more. I’m just going to keep this simple. We
live in the here and now and we will assume
we are living in one year from now. Even in
three years from now, and five years from
now. And that is why I always say to people,
make decisions that your future self will look
back at and thank you for.
That is for example one of the reasons why I
invested in cryptocurrency. I really went for it
in 2018 because I realised what I was sitting
on. I predicted what was going to happen
and I trusted those who informed me of the
opportunity. I knew that if I invested ‘today’ in
2018, that my future self would thank me.

International speaker, Peak
Performance trainer and
business mentor Arnon Barnes
tells you to say goodbye to onedimensional decisions

And guess what? I am thanking my past self
for making those decisions and doing the
research. And so again, if you are going to
make great decisions in business and if you
are going to make good decisions in your
life, then I'm going to encourage you to stop
answering your questions one-dimensionally
and to look at things from multiple angles
before you make any decision.
Let me tell you this: success does not
come without some kind of sacrifice and
sometimes you have to sacrifice a little bit
today, to enjoy the fruits tomorrow. And so
to every single one of you reading this, I’m
going to encourage you that from now on,
when an opportunity shows up, to be multidimensional.

T

oday I want to share with you something I believe is one of the things
that changed my life. I’ve only had this
Insight, this big ‘aha’ moment recently, and I
think it is one of the main reasons why I am
successful, and why today I am a multi-millionaire.
One of the things that I was thinking to
myself a while ago, sitting here in my office
at home, was “How did I get to where I am
today?” I realised that it is all clearly and
directly related to my own decisions. The
decisions we make in life and in business.
And then I started to realise that for many
people, the way they make decisions is very
one-dimensional. One-dimensional decisionmaking. Let me explain...
When someone presents you with an
opportunity, and says listen to me: There’s
an opportunity for you to do ten times the
amount you are making or even ‘just’ double
the amount of people you are serving now,
most people will respond to that opportunity
based on who they are and where they are
today, in that exact moment. Let me say
that again, when people are presented with
an opportunity, and they have to make a
decision in business or in life, their decision
is made based on who and where they are
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today. Which is very one-dimensional. And
here’s the secret. This is what blew my mind
when I realised it…
Subconsciously I was not even aware of
this, but it is one of the reasons and one
of the ways, I believe, I’ve achieved my
Financial Freedom. Take a question, grab
an opportunity, make a decision. Turn that
moment into an opportunity to create a fourdimensional answer.
Now, let me explain what I mean, because
some of you might be a little bit confused

right now. I know I was at first. When you
need to make a decision about life or
business, make it multi-dimensional. Ask
yourself multiple questions to help yourself
come up with an empowering answer.
For example: What does this opportunity
mean? Do I want to do this business today or
in the long-term? Will that benefit me today?
And who I am today? Will it benefit me in a
year? Or perhaps, will it benefit me in three
or five years from now? What will manifest in
the short-term and in the long-term if I do say
yes? You see we all live full lives and probably

It is one of the main reasons why I am
successful today. And I believe that it will
help you too. As one of my mentors always
says, “It’s our decisions that shape our
destiny.” So make great decisions!
Would you like to meet and work with Arnon
Barnes live? Or join one of his next upcoming
offline or online events. For more information
on the events or coaching, please contact
his office via info@arnonbarnes.com or
check out his website www.arnonbarnes.
com. To watch his interviews and podcast
appearances, please subscribe to his
Instagram and YouTube Channel.
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The dangers of
fast change
Finance

Dave Deruytter discusses how fast change
can lead to volatility, inaction and inflation

Social media is not helping, with its constant
bombardment of followers with new trends
or just “news” in general in very high volume.
The information itself is rarely filtered or
checked and is too often hijacked by people
with questionable intentions, not in the least
the media itself.
Do you still know what or whom you can
trust? A person in a suit wearing a tie?
Really? There are only a few of them around
any more. But they are often in leading
positions: presidents and prime ministers.
Quite a few CEOs have stopped wearing
suits or ties, particularly those leading new or
trendy businesses.
Yes, change brings a lot of good to the world
and most certainly to business. But, if the
people cannot follow the pace of change,
and if the economic value chain cannot
cope with the speed, you
get long waiting times or
inflation. Indeed, in our
capitalistic system, supply
and demand fix the price.
And supply seems to be in command of the
price in the current market.

its advantages, though not for all people.
Many companies have interesting life-long
learning programs. If you are self-employed,
it is up to you to get all the continuous
training to keep up with the speed of change
in the business world.
The employee is fully in command of their
learning. It is their choice.
Steer your own career.
You become what you strive for, DIY…
Aren’t we overdoing it?
Many people like or need some coaching
and help to find their path in life and in
business. Governments throw money at
starters and new entrepreneurs.
They set up coaching and help from many
sides. Excellent that may be, but the
employees and labourers of companies
need that too. If you can coach them to
intrapreneurship (acting like an entrepreneur
inside a large organisation),
small, medium-sized and
large companies will thrive.
It may also help companies
to retain their talent longer,
which is an interesting stability factor. Last
but not least, continuous training prevents
employees from becoming obsolete one day.

“ STEER YOUR
OWN CAREER ”

With support, customers will
embrace new technology faster.

F

ast change is good.
Fast change is needed for progress
and to, at least, keep up with the
competition.
The only stability factor in this
world is constant and fast
change...
Aren’t we overdoing it?

“ OFFER AND
DEMAND FIX
THE PRICE ”

People also need some structure, stability
and predictability in life and in business.
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Too much praise for constant fast change
can make quite a few people “freeze in
the act” and not function properly, waiting
instead of acting.
Indeed why would they act?
The circumstances will be
different tomorrow, no? Let’s
wait. Spoiler alert! In Samuel
Beckett’s famous play,
“Waiting for Godot,” In the end, Godot did
not come.

Only a few years ago there were stern
warnings that digital, AI (Artificial Intelligence),
IOT (Internet of Things), … would replace
workers. Robots and machines would take
over many jobs. Today there is a loud cry
from business for workers. The “war for
talent” has rarely been more severe than
today. The day that a robot takes over all
the tasks of a good plumber, at competitive
prices, is not yet near. Plus, fallouts because
of burnout are far too high.

Learn, unlearn, relearn? To some extent.
Again, let’s not overdo it. It is rare that one
should forget earlier knowledge, unless it was
wrong. Learning and doing yields experience
and that adds speed to new projects by
eliminating the clutter among the high
number of options.
The war for talent leads to higher
remuneration.

Maybe business should give employees
the warm nest feeling again. A sense of
belonging and being taken care of by the
company over time. The possibility for
employees to do their thing, to be confident
and to thrive.

The jeopardy of international value chains,
because of the pandemic, leads to lower or
slower supply, resulting in higher prices.
The political instabilities in some key
countries lead to higher uncertainty, putting
upward pressure on energy prices...

Yes, a regular change of employer can have

What originally was thought to be a
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Robots will not take over the workplace any time soon.

Trading in Belgium
Marion Van Der Donkt helps you
discover the tricks of the trade

temporary spike in inflation - because of
the COVID-19 pandemic - and a structural
shortage in microchips, has evolved into a
lingering inflation issue. The FED (Federal
Reserve System, central bank) in the US has
tightened money supply already, including
a rise in USD interest rates.
With a delay, the same should
happen in the EURO area. A
first sign of this is that the 10year German bond yield turned
positive again after many years
in negative territory.

much less time going to another meeting,
particularly one in another building for which
you need transport.
All in all, some stability and genuine support
for employees and customers alike should
go a long way. That will not
necessarily put extra pressure
on prices, because the number
of burnouts will come down at
the same time, leading to an
almost full-strength workforce
again. Customers will embrace
new technology faster and be
more confident. Inflation may stay rather high
though until there is a final solution to the
worldwide COVID-19 pandemic. Optimists
say that should happen by the end of this
year. Let’s join the optimists.

“ LEARN,
UNLEARN,
RELEARN? ”

Financial markets weather this money
tightening pretty well so far – the chief cause
being the good profitability of companies.
Indeed, a positive lasting effect of the
pandemic is efficiency increase in anything
that has to do with services. For one, if half
of your meetings are digital you will waste
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F

ollowing the example of many trading
platforms on the Belgian market,
Belfius recently launched its Re=Bel
trading app, followed by ING and its Self
Invest platform. The offer is expanding on the
Belgian market, but how should you choose
the right app to take your first steps on the
stock market?
Recently, the stock market has become the
domain of eager young investors looking for
a return for their money. They are well aware
that with galloping inflation and the almost
zero interest rates that banks offer for savings
accounts, building their wealth must (partially)
be filtered through investment. In reality,

since the first confinement, the number
of new investors has increased sharply in
Belgium.
According to figures from the FSMA
(the Belgian financial market supervisory
authority), 45,000 new investors took to the
stock market in the first quarter of 2020.
The start of 2021 was also marked by the
arrival of 26,000 new budding traders.
Compared to the first quarter of 2019, this
is a remarkable increase of more than 50%.
There remains the question of which bank
to choose to start your journey on the stock
market. For many investors – young and
old – they have little or no taste for opening a
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traditional bank‘s classic securities account
at a high price.
So, what exactly are they looking for? Put
simply, the lowest possible transaction
fees and a high-performance digital offer. In
this context, it is not surprising to see the
flourishing of trading apps from traditional
players: KBC has had its Bolero trading
platform for a long time, but was recently
joined by Re=Bel from Belfius and more
recently by Self Invest from ING.
These apps challenge pure online players
such as Bux, DeGiro, Keytrade, Lynx,
MeDirect and Saxo Bank (formerly
BinckBank). But how do you sift through an
increasingly varied offer? Comparing rates
is of course the first thing to do, but, even
at this early stage, the investor must know
his profile. What is the size of the orders he
wants to place? How often does he plan to
trade? Is he a (hyper)active investor or does
he prefer a buy and hold strategy? On which
exchanges does he want to be active? Does
he only want to buy European and American
stocks or is he interested in exotic markets?
Does he want to confine himself to equities
and bonds, or is he interested in trackers,
ETFs or more complex and more speculative
products?
Next on the to-do list is to ask the question
about the essential additional services – or
not: real-time prices, financial information,
collection of taxes at source, etc. It is
important to make the right choice of
platform from the start, because once
a securities account has been opened,
transferring its positions to another bank can
represent a significant cost. For example,
external transfer fees reach €150 per line
at MeDirect and €42.35 at Keytrade, but at
Lynx there are no transfer fees.
Transaction fees
Regarding transaction fees, trading
platforms apply different pricing systems.
Some brokers operate by package and by
tranches: for example Keytrade and Bolero
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charge €7.5 per order
and per tranche of
€2,500 on Euronext
Brussels, whereas
Re=Bel from Belfius
asks for only €3 up to
€2,500. ING has slashed
prices with a percentage
system (0.35%) and
a minimum of €1 per
order.
In reality, ING’s Self
Invest and Belfius’
Re=Bel tend to attract
mainly investors who
place ‘small’ orders
on the stock market.
They do this because
the higher the amount
of the order, the less
competitive these two
platforms are. So,
placing an order of
€6,000 will cost €15 at
Re=Bel (this is the flat
rate for orders whose
amount is between
€2,500 and €10,000)
and €21 at Self Invest
(0.35%). At the competition for example, this
identical order will cost €15 at Bolero and
€12 at MeDirect. We should also mention
creative offers such as the Zero Order system
at Bux, which allows you to invest without
commission. The broker claims that this
type of order is and will remain free for all
European stocks and ETFs. It is executed at
the end of the trading day, between 5pm and
6pm.
But the comparison work does not stop
there. The investor should be aware of
transaction costs on other markets. Keytrade
charges almost $30 for the smallest
transaction on the American markets. At
ING Self Invest, the fee is 0.5% with a
minimum of €1. It should be noted that to
these transaction costs is added the Belgian
Stock Exchange Tax, a tax collected on each

purchase and sale of shares. The normal
rate for shares is 0.35% of the amount of the
transaction, with a ceiling of €1,600. Please
note that at Bux, which is a Dutch broker,
this tax is not currently levied. Bux prefers
to send its Belgian resident customers an
overview by e-mail of all the
transactions carried out, the
amount to be paid and the
procedure for paying the tax.

MeDirect updated its platform and now
provides free access to real-time quotes for
stocks and ETFs [exchange-traded funds].
In addition to transaction prices, access to
stock market prices is definitely an element
to be taken into consideration. They are
generally available free of
charge with a 15-minute time
lag.

“ THESE APPS
CHALLENGE
PURE ONLINE
PLAYERS ”

Attention, Belgian residents
who hold a securities
account with a foreign broker
must report the holding of
an account abroad in his tax return. Unlike
traditional banks, online brokers do not
normally charge custody fees. ING Self Invest
is an exception in the trading landscape,
with custody fees, per line and per month, of
0.0242% (€0.3025 minimum). Very recently,

But for some investors, it is
already too late! At Keytrade
and Saxo Bank, real-time
quotes are paid for, while
the other platforms generally
offer this service free of charge for Euronext,
or even for the American markets. Paid
extensions are available (individually or in
packs) for specific markets.
euronext.com/en/markets/brussels
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Be successful
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We detail two books that will improve your
work culture and build your business
‘Good Comes First’ by S. Chris Edmonds
and Mark S. Babbitt

W

orking at home may have
become the new normal, but with
Covid-19 finally starting to recede,
going back to the office is increasingly
commonplace. Tragedy aside, the pandemic
has shown us how important it is to live
in a more friendly, helpful and cooperative
society. It is the same in business – and this
is where “Good Comes First” can help particularly if you own a company or work in
management.
The corporate world has too often been
driven by results. Leaders have not been
asked to change their approach, and even if
they had, bosses would not know how. This
book provides direction on how to make that
change happen.
Billed as “the practical, step-by-step guide
to creating a work culture that’s good for
employees and your bottom line,” authors
S. Chris Edmonds and Mark Babbitt show
you how to make change happen and create
an “uncompromising company culture that
doesn’t suck”.
As world class tennis player Venus Williams
says in the Foreword, “As a fellow business
leader, I encourage you to take in every word
Chris and Mark have written here in ‘Good
Comes First’. More importantly, I challenge
you to take on the role of change champion
as you begin redefining your company culture
and make the demonstration of respect as
important as achieving results.”
The enlightening and enthralling book
details the top 12 advantages of perusing its
contents:
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• Appreciate why a good comes first
culture is a business imperative –
especially for younger generations.

• Align your entire organisation to your
desired work culture – where good comes
first every day.

• Distance yourself from the
competition that maintains its undefined
work culture (one that most likely sucks).

• Assess the quality of your work
culture by measuring and monitoring how
well your leaders and your executive team
demonstrate your servant
purpose, valued behaviors,
strategies, and goals.

• Identify what “good” means for your
company in today’s business climate – and
in the future of work.
• Define your uncompromising work
culture to build a foundation of respect AND
results.
• Formalise your team’s servant
purpose so that everyone understands how
what your team does improves lives and
communities.
• Specify respectful behaviours so your
desired values are observable, tangible, and
measurable.

• Build a team of good people doing good
work in a good company.
‘12 Months to $1 Million’ by Ryan Daniel
Moran
How to “pick a winning product, build a real
business, and become a
seven-figure entrepreneur”.
These are the promises
of capitalism.com founder
Ryan Daniel Moran in his
bestselling guide on how
to - in a word – succeed in
business.

“ RESPECT IS
AS IMPORTANT
AS RESULTS ”

• Hold everyone
accountable for both
respect and results through
modeling, celebrating,
measuring, coaching, and mentoring leaders
and team members.
• Implement real, needed change – and
quit “thinking” about change and “talking”
about change.

• Become a change champion while
creating a lasting legacy as a business leader.

The word “entrepreneur” is today’s favorite
buzzword, and any aspiring business owner
has likely encountered an overwhelming
number of so-called “easy paths to success”.
But this tome makes clear that building a
real, profitable, sustainable business requires
thousands of hours of commitment, grit, and
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“ A CLEAR AND
PROVEN PLAN ”

• The Growth (Months 5-8): You will discover
how to use cheap and effective advertising
strategies to get your product to at least
25 sales per day, and prove you have a
profitable business.

hard work. More than half of new businesses
close within six years of opening, and
fewer than 5 per cent will ever earn more
than $1 million annually. 12 Months to $1
Million condenses the startup phase into one
fast-paced year that has helped hundreds of
new entrepreneurs hit the million-dollar level
by using what is claimed to be “an exclusive
and foolproof formula”.
By cutting out the “noise” and providing
a clear and proven plan, this roadmap
helps even brand-new entrepreneurs make
decisions quickly, get their product ready for
sale, and launch it to a crowd that is ready
and waiting to buy.
In one year, with the back up of e-commerce
and social media, this book will guide you in
three stages to your first $1 million:
• The Grind (Months 0-4): This step-by-step
plan will help you identify a winning product
idea, target customers that are guaranteed to
buy, secure funding, and take your first sale.
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• The Gold (Months 9-12): It is time to
establish a series of products available for
sale, until you are averaging at least 100
sales per day, getting you closer to the
million-dollar mark every day.
Through his training sessions at Capitalism.
com, Ryan Daniel Moran has helped new
and experienced entrepreneurs launch
scalable and sustainable online businesses
and seen more than 100 entrepreneurs cross
the seven-figure barrier.

PORTUGAL- ALGARVE

Sur les hauteurs de Loulé, magnifique propriété où le contemporain
se conjugue au charme de l’architecture classique portugaise. 6 chambres. 5 salles de bains.
Terrain de 1,2 hectare. Piscine à débordement. Studio de service.

His words to you are clear: “if you want to
be a full-time entrepreneur, get ready for one
chaotic, stressful, and rewarding year. If you
have the guts to complete it, you will be the
proud owner of a million-dollar business and
be in a position to call your own shots for
life.”
The key message of the book is a human
one – focus on your customer more than the
product or service you are selling. Moran also
emphasises that the brand is more important
than the business turnover. Or rather, get the
angle and audience right and growth and
money will follow.
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Taking control
Real estate

Real estate expert Yannick Callens explains how
important it is to be prepared and to take action
Real estate: You can control more than you think

But are you going
to apply this
knowledge?
The Chinese give
the word “crisis”
two meanings:
danger but also
opportunity. Which
side are you on?
Have you ever
asked yourself that
question?
Today, even more
than yesterday, we
are all connected,
and we have to deal
with it.
Several people,
investors and
beginners have asked me the question:
Where does real estate come into this? In
relation to the crisis we are now experiencing
between Ukraine and Russia?
Already I am going to ask you the question:
Do you really think that the crisis is only
between these two countries?
For real estate, I would say that you
must take into account what you control,
meanwhile pay attention to
other criteria to make the right
decisions.

I

n today’s fast-moving times, it is
important to put your goals on paper
and adapt them to current situations and
to the unexpected events that happen to us
more and more.
But in real estate, in your job or in your life,
not everything is controllable. Ask yourself
this question: what is in my control and what
can I adapt, measure and move forward and
then what is not in my control but must be
accounted for to take the right direction and
make the right decision.
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We are living in an era where everything
is moving faster and faster and where
everything is connected. The world has
literally “shrunk”.
Thanks to the Internet, we have more
information than a King in the Middle Ages
and we have the impression that the other
side of the earth is within reach.
You can control far more than you think. You
have the necessary information close to you
and you know where to look for it.

Yannick,” and then the same person says:
“Yannick, it is the crisis, I will wait for it to
pass before I invest.”
A word to the wise… Perhaps you would
recognise someone like that in your peer
group or even the person who is sitting in
your chair.
So take all situations of life as opportunities.
Get informed and then take action.

"PUT YOUR
GOALS ON
PAPER"

If you are comfortable with the
idea of investing in real estate,
continue to do so. If you are not
yet at this stage, train yourself,
read up about the subject. Chat with experts.
This will help you move in the right direction.
And as I often say: “Everything in life
is temporary.” So a crisis may result in
opportunities.

And remember that the most
beautiful stories are often written
in the rain, because afterwards
the sun comes out. Whether this
is in real estate or in another area
of life, nothing beats practice.

If you would like to be followed or helped
in one of your real estate projects, do not
hesitate to contact us on
info@immo-champion.com

As an example, one of my clients told
me: “When the crisis happens I will invest,
togethermag.eu I 63
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Uncovering the
cachet of caviar

Luxur y

Liz Newmark explores the wonderful world of
caviar and talks to one of its experts, Céleste
Caviar founder Joanna Cacciola

LIFESTYLE
Nowadays, we live in a
world of likes, algorithms,
big data and excel
sheets, but I tend to think
the essence is good
design

“

One can be unhappy before eating
caviar and even after, but at least
not during,” said the famous
American journalist Irving Kristol (19202009). Consisting of salt-cured roe of the
Acipenseridae family of 27 sturgeon species,
and traditionally eaten as a garnish or spread,
the chilled, salty delicacy can be used in
myriad ways, even as an accompaniment to
ice-cream. And its popularity is increasing.
According to the European Market
Observatory for Fisheries and Aquaculture
Products (EUMOFA), in 2018, European
Union production and consumption of caviar
increased respectively by 30% and 20%
compared to 2016.

Caviar gets its name from the Persian term
khaviar, which literally translates as “eggbearing”. It has been seen as a luxurious
treat for centuries. “Caviar is said to have
been first eaten by people in the Persian
Empire,” Joanna Cacciola, founder of the
Antwerp-based Céleste Caviar company,
with her partner Maxime Backx, tells
Together. “They thought the food had
medicinal properties and was a source of
power. The Persians passed on their skills
and expertise from one generation to the
next.”
Iran has dominated the caviar business for
centuries, producing some of the best caviar
togethermag.eu I 65
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in the world and supplying 10% of the food.
China is the leading producer, accounting
for 60% of the world production. The largest
caviar company in the world is the Chinese
brand Kaluga Queen. In Europe, the main
centres are in Italy (Brescia, the Italian caviar
capital) and Spain (which also has ‘organic
caviar’). In the UK, the British royal family has
held a long affinity with the sturgeon since
1324 when Edward II decreed it a royal fish.
In addition there are caviar farms in Israel,
Madagascar, Malaysia (which boasts a
‘tropical caviar’), North America and Uruguay.

could take anywhere
from a couple of
years to a couple
of decades for a
female to become
sexually mature and
produce desirable
roe. The waiting
game for sturgeon
caviar producers is
undeniably financially
challenging, and
sturgeon farmers in
particular must wait
a long time before
seeing a return on
their investment.

Traditionally, the term caviar refers only to
roe (unfertilised fish eggs) from wild sturgeon
in the Caspian Sea and Black Sea (Beluga,
Ossetra and Sevruga caviars). Cacciola
says these fish produce the greatest caviar.
“Ossetra is the most popular and well-known
whereas Beluga is often considered the best
in the world.”
Caviar may also be used to describe the roe
of other sturgeon or fish species such as
salmon (providing the distinctive red caviar),
trout, lumpfish, whitefish or carp. “If you’re
looking for a ‘caviar alternative’, you might try
herring caviar, paddlefish caviar, hackleback
caviar, bowfin caviar, Capelin caviar,
lumpfish caviar and vegan caviars made
from seaweed,” Cacciola told Together, “But
no alternatives can match the flavour and
texture of sturgeon caviar.”
These vegan and kosher substitutes made
of seaweeds like ‘Laminaria hyperborea’
resemble beluga caviar and can be used as
food props for television and film or enjoyed
by non-meat and fish eaters worldwide.
In Scandinavia there is also a sandwich
spread made from smoked cod roe called
‘smörgåskaviar (sandwich caviar).
For Cacciola, there are no rules when it
comes to “good caviar”. “Each producer
has their own secret recipe,” she says. For
example, “you can have the same sturgeon
species that can be raised in two different
aquacultures”, where the taste and quality of
the caviar produced will vary.
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why caviar is expensive, it makes sense
– with Cacciola explaining five reasons for
caviar’s high price:

“In the case of saffron for example, each
batch is accompanied by accompanied
an analysis certificate detailing the aroma,
taste, and colouring. Unfortunately, this is
not the case with caviar.” However, when it
comes to what is permitted in the EU, the
government agency CITES (the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species
of Wild Fauna and Flora), signed by countries
to ensure that trade in wild animals and
plants does not threaten species survival,
regulates caviar imports and exports.
All sturgeon caviar tins in domestic and
international trade must include a nonreusable label with source and country
of origin information (the CITES code).
The CITES caviar labelling system helps
governments, dealers, and consumers
identify legitimate and illegal caviar.
Typically caviar is seen as a rich person’s
food, something Céleste Caviar is aiming to
change. But when you know the reasons

1.Type of fish (scarcity/availability of species)
The animal from which caviar is sourced
greatly influences its market value. Humans
have nearly wiped out the sturgeon species,
which produces the most expensive caviar.
Exporting sturgeon caviar has become
almost impossible due to government and
international business regulations. The crucial
work being done to save these species has
an impact on today’s caviar pricing.
In other words, the more difficult it is to
obtain the product, the higher the price.
That being said, contemporary agricultural
procedures have greatly improved sturgeon
sustainability. Sturgeon caviar would be
significantly more expensive today than
at any other time in history if aquaculture
technology had not advanced so much.
2. Length of time it takes to produce the roe
(maturation)
An essential cost to consider is the time
it takes for a fish to sexually mature and
produce eggs. Depending on the fish, it

Furthermore, if roe
is not harvested at
the appropriate time
in the fish’s life, the caviar may be rendered
unusable or must be sold at a lower price as
a lower quality product.
3. Harvesting and production (process)
Not only does it take many years for the
sturgeon to produce a certain level of roe
quality, but the harvesting process, and the
washing, curing, inspecting, aging, and other
roe manufacturing processes, all take time
and money.
Processing eggs for the malossol model
requires special knowledge and packaging to
make exquisite caviar. The curing procedure
used to manufacture high-end caviar makes
it more expensive than other seafood goods
since it must balance the roe flavour and
product preservation.
Malossol caviar is a perishable product
and must be kept at the right temperature
throughout the entire production, aging and
shipping process.
4. The salted roe’s quality (grading)
A variety of grading standards are used by
caviar vendors to assess egg colour and size
as well as firmness and flavour.
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All of the above characteristics are
considered again once the roe has been
salted and cured. Malossol cured caviar
is always more expensive than saltier or
preservative-rich roes. High-end caviar is
low-salt, firm, and has large intact grains of
superb colour, smell, and taste.
Caviar’s price varies with its quality. Even
grains from the same fish species can vary
substantially between specimens. The price
of a roe depends on if the producers grade it
above or below normal quality.
5. The supply and demand equation
(sourcing and popularity)
Caviar’s popularity has grown in recent
decades. While caviar farming has improved
in fulfilling consumer demand, more unique
uses and product diversity have boosted the
caviar industry’s sales volume. A high price is
the result of a low supply and high demand.
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Caviar’s cost has helped to keep its cachet
as a food to aspire to. In the words of English
playwright and actor Noël Coward, “Wit
ought to be a glorious treat, like caviar. Never
spread it about like marmalade.”

à

Finally, it is true that the cost of
sturgeon caviar is still expensive due to the
time and resources required to manufacture
it, but even the rarer, higher grade sturgeon
roes that were nearly extinct have become
more affordable due to the success
of sturgeon farming and wild species
protection.
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Cacciola adds that caviar’s mystique came
about because in the 20th century exporting
caviar became extremely difficult, due to
government and international business
regulations aimed at protecting endangered
sturgeon species.
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“Furthermore, caviar is a delicacy that only
a few skilled masters can make, and their
skills and knowledge are only passed down
through families,” she said. This makes the
product difficult to manufacture.
In addition, no alternative caviar can match
the distinct flavour and texture of sturgeon
caviar: “As a result, caviar was only eaten on
special occasions and was extremely difficult
to obtain.”
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Céleste Caviar –
a divine delight
Luxur y

Liz Newmark finds out how Céleste
Caviar is aiming to introduce its delicious
caviar to a wider audience

C

aviar is not only
a rich person’s
product, according
to Belgian brand Céleste
Caviar. The Antwerp-based
company was launched
by creative entrepreneur
Joanna Cacciola and saffron
dealer Maxime Backx,
who fell in love with caviar
on a business trip to Iran.
The name Céleste comes
from the Latin ‘caelestis’
which means ‘divine’. This
charming couple’s main
aim is to make this divine
delicacy more accessible
without sacrificing any of its
quality.
The company says that the
taste of caviar depends
on a number of factors
including the type of sturgeon, the quality
of the water and breeding conditions.
Cacciola and Backx do their best to obtain
high quality, guaranteed by rigorous, ethical
and sustainable breeding and by Backx’s
personal selection.

Cacciola, “but no other product on the
market can match the flavour of our Baerii
caviar, which is why we are the only company
to offer it.”
Beluga caviar is from the Huso sturgeon
(or Beluga or Large sturgeon) and is
recognisable from the size of its eggs – 3.2 3.5mm. This caviar has a smooth texture and
a delicate, salty, nutty taste. Its colour goes
from classic smoky grey to
black with a hint of brown.

sturgeon farm in Iran, near the Caspian Sea.
As a result, we have a strict quality assurance
system in place, which is overseen by our
team of skilled craftsmen.”
Caviar has a reputation
for being a very pricy
commodity out of reach
of ‘monsieur tout le
monde’. But this is not
correct and in any case, “When it comes
to caviar it is not about finding the ‘most
expensive’ caviar; it is about uncovering what
you like,” she says.

“ A GOOD VALUE
PRICE ”

“We want to offer a
new reality by letting
people enjoy the very
best quality of caviar from sturgeons raised
in optimal conditions at a good value price,”
Cacciola told Together.
“Because caviar quality is so important
to our customers, we only source it from
our exclusive partner Saaee Aquaculture
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The Antwerp brand offers two main varieties:
“Our Beluga caviar is excellent,” says

spread – and there was no traditional blini
accompaniment in sight.
Meanwhile, with the aim of making caviar
attractive to as many people as possible, the
brand offers its Beluga and Baerii caviar in a
range of formats. “In this way, even a small
quantity can be bought at a competitive
price,” it says. Indeed, 30g of Baerii can be
yours for €52.50 ranging to
€835 for 500g and €1,650 for
1,000 g. The top of the range
Beluga is priced at €117 for
30g increasing to €1,825 for
500g.

“ STRICT
QUALITY
ASSURANCE
SYSTEM ”

The smaller Acipenser Baerii
eggs are smaller (2.9 - 3.1mm)
and not as firm as the Beluga
ones, although their colour
range is the same. They have
a creamy texture and a nutty
taste with a subtle, salty after taste.

A third type of Iranian caviar will also soon
be available, Céleste Caviar announced at
a 15 February event in Antwerp’s Japanese
gourmet Roji restaurant. Here we enjoyed
dishes from Céleste’s ‘Valentine’ menu: Oisri
oyster topped with Beluga caviar, scallops
in a basil and yuzu foam with Baerii Caviar
and Beluga Caviar with fried red snapper in a
white fennel and green herb sauce. The meal
was finished by a delicious saffron-infused
ice cream served with beetroot crisps and…
Baerii caviar. Celeste and Roji together prove
that caviar is so much more than a delicious

The company has ambitious
aims for the future. “We want to
establish Céleste as the leading
Iranian caviar brand in the Benelux [Belgium,
the Netherlands and Luxembourg],” Cacciola
said. “We would also like to educate our
customers on how to identify high quality
caviar, decode the information on the
CITES [Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora] label, and understand the differences
between hybrid and pure breed sturgeon
caviar.” All this will help dispel the mystique
attached to caviar and encourage more
customers, she says: “People will have a
better understanding of the product and will
be more likely to purchase it.”
www.celestecaviar.com
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The dream that led
to Psophía
Fashion

Back in 1994, Spanish-born Paloma Vázquez de
Castro co-founded the fashion brand Hoss Intropia.
Today, she is the designer behind the beautifully
crafted Psophía label, inspired by art and cultural
diversity, writes fashion expert Veerle Windels

B

ack in the Nineties, I really had a
knack for the fashion collections of
the Spanish brand Hoss Intropia.
I vividly remember the quirky colour
combinations and luscious prints and was
even more excited because of the affordable
price range. Hoss Intropia was in the creative
hands of designer Paloma Vázquez de
Castro until 2016. That year, Paloma decided
that it was time to leave and embarked on
a new adventure. “The change was big in
many ways,” she says. “I knew I wanted to
keep the fundamental values that Hoss stood
for at the start, but I hated to see the label
lose its quality. So I had to get out.”
Setting up a new fashion brand from the
start was fun and hard work at the same
time. Psophía was to become “una marca
de autor”, as she says in her own words, a
brand that exudes quality and strong design,
and a personal touch. Even though Paloma
works with four people in the Psophía design
studio in Madrid, she has a hand in picking
fabrics and designing exclusive prints. “It’s
not easy to talk about the design process,”
Paloma admits. “You don’t wake up with a
collection idea, there’s no formula, it’s not
mathematics at all. Inspiration comes when
you least expect it. It’s a constant dynamic:
you search and you find, it just happens.
That’s why I never leave the house without
my notebooks, so I can write or sketch
whenever an interesting idea pops up. Before
I really curate my ideas, I let them roam in my
head, only to work them out later on.”
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Paloma by the pool: “I think we should live more and
enjoy what life has to offer".

“ PRINCIPLES OF
QUALITY,
SOPHISTICATION
AND EXCLUSIVITY ”
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It was Paloma’s idea from the start to just
design two collections a year, not four or
16, as some fashion brands do. “Making
two collections a year and launching them
in the market at a very specific moment, is
already quite a lot of work, especially with a
small yet very talented team. To start adding
pre-collections, we need to consolidate
our existing markets. We don’t want to go
too quickly, we want to control our growth,
never touching or changing our fundamental
principles of quality, sophistication and
exclusivity.

“ THE ESSENCE IS
GOOD DESIGN ”
“Over the last fifteen years, lots of fashion
brands have launched capsule collections
and small drops, thus throwing themselves
in the arms of fast fashion and impulsive
consumerism. That is not the road we want
to take. Fashion shouldn’t be a competition
either. It’s all about products that are carefully
designed and manufactured. Products
that can stand time and don’t need to be
replaced by other products after a couple of
weeks. Nowadays, we live in a world of likes,
algorithms, big data and excel sheets, but
I tend to think the essence is good design.
Shouldn’t we protect the client against the
prevailing confusion as well?”
Paloma admits Psophía may not be designed
for large mass consumption, but it is not
about unaffordable luxury either. “I would like
to think we are designing for women who are
tired of trends and clothes that fill wardrobes
just like that, clothes that, deep down,
nobody really likes. We would never impose
a style.”
That’s why Paloma and her team eagerly
work on a very personal signature, season
after season, creating exclusive prints and
stretching ideas on form and material. “We
use different techniques to make the prints.
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Sometimes we work like real artists, with oil
paint, water color or acrylic paint, etcetera.
Which doesn’t mean we don’t use drawing
programs on the computer: there’s an
incredible range of possibilities there too. We
take the best of both worlds.”
Paloma used to work a lot in the theatre and
dance world, but that’s another universe, she
adds. “When you work for the stage, you
create unique pieces, for actors or dancers,
together with a studio that handcrafts every
single piece. There’s no industrial process

“ FASHION
SHOULDN’T BE A
COMPETITION ”
involved. Working in fashion is just the
opposite: you have to be part of the industry.
Your design can be replicated many, many
times. The process is different, but the aim
is too: in fashion we want to make a lot of
people happy, not just one.”
Paloma’s universe is full of art from different
cultures. All her life, she’s been fascinated
by music, photography and art. “The list
of my favorite artists is quite long, but it
goes without saying that painters such as
Vermeer and Velàsquez are part of it. I’m
often inspired by Cubist or Fauvist art but I
like contemporary artists too. It’s a constant
flow to read about their work and go and
visit exhibitions. Even, ceramics, textiles and
jewellery can really get me inspired.”
Is that where her free time goes into? Paloma
loves the question. “I think we should live
more and enjoy what life has to offer. For me
that means the company of family of friends.
Having good food around. Travel. Or just not
do anything at all. That said: I am not good at
that,” she said with a smile.
www.psophia.com
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Luxury jewellery
from a 100%
Belgian brand
Beaut y

Together looks at a traditional family firm
that has offered beautiful jewellery and
watches for 120 years

M

ajor jewellery firms that are totally
‘made in Belgium’ are rare. But the
Maison Tollet, born in Leuven in
1902, is an exception. Founder Jules Tollet
launched the company with a range of Swiss
watches used on Belgian
railways, and then made it a
mission to take the range to
Belgium.
The business has been based
in and near Brussels since
1954. There is one shop in
central Brussels minutes from
the Grande Place, one in
Woluwe Shopping Centre and
another in Waterloo. It has not lost any of its
family feel. Jules’ son Didier Tollet runs the
show and his sisters Muriel and Carole and
son Amaury help out on the management
side.
The family’s philosophy is clear – to respond
to any wish at any budget – from providing
the most luxurious exclusive Swiss watches
and diamond jewellery to collections where
value for money is key. You can choose to
put on your wrist timepieces from Cartier,
Omega, Baume & Mercier, TAG Heuer,
Longines, Breitling, Hamilton and Tissot.
There is also a special ‘Espace Piaget’ –
the first in Europe – in the flagship rue des
Fripiers shop.
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On the jewellery front, you are again spoiled
for choice. Messika, Chaumet, Fred and
dinh van are some of the ‘haut de gamme’
ranges. Not forgetting Tollet’s own brands –
the classic ‘Collection Tollet’, the ‘Confidence
by Tollet’ diamond range and
‘Symbol by Tollet’, the most
trendy and colourful. Each
piece of ‘Symbol’ jewellery is
of rose gold with a range of
fine stones: turquoise, lapis
lazuli, malachite and onyx
so that customers can use
their chosen items to mix and
match with their outfits every
day.
The Tollet brand also aims to make any event
sparkle. For Tollet, diamond jewellery in its
Confidence collection is not only for wedding
or engagement rings. It also makes a perfect
present for all important moments – births,
birthdays or just as a gift for your loved
one/s.
www.tollet.com

LOEWE SOLO Atlas:
Inspired by contrast

F

LOEWE’s newest addition to the LOEWE
SOLO fragrance family unites north and south

ollowing Jonathan Anderson’s arrival
as creative director in 2013, LOEWE
has evolved into a cultural brand
with a prismatic identity, connected to the
realms of art, nature, craft and popular
culture. The point of view is unexpected;
execution is crafted, with an intensely human
and sensorial touch.
Engagement comes in
multiform ways, defining a
mindset that is free spirited
and eclectic.
The vision now includes the
world of perfume, with all
the existing, iconic LOEWE
fragrances designed for an
international launch with a
new bottle. The operation
has built a system based
on colour, touch and smell.
Each fragrance shares
the same distinctive bottle
shape but expresses
its individual personality
through a shade in a
kaleidoscope of colour: a
bold rainbow of hues that
echoes nature’s own vibrant palette seen
through the prism of human invention.
At the beginning of 2021, Tyler Mitchell,
LOEWE collaborator, photographer and
filmmaker, photographed the campaign;
resulting in a series of images which
celebrates personality, emotion and craft,
opening the door to LOEWE Perfumes as a
multi-sensory experience.
To complete this LOEWE Botanical Rainbow
Collection, in October 2021, LOEWE
launched the newest member of the Best

Seller family LOEWE SOLO: LOEWE SOLO
Atlas.
LOEWE SOLO is a family of fragrances
inspired by sunset: a state of grace and
equilibrium, the balance of contrasting
accords. It comes encapsulated in a clean,
translucent glass block in
vibrant shades of yellow,
orange and burnt umber.
The new LOEWE SOLO
Atlas is a fragrance
inspired by the contrasts
represented by the Atlas
Mountains as the union
of two different worlds:
the blue seas of the
Mediterranean in the north
and the arid sands of the
Sahara Desert in the south.
Made up of floral, marine
and green notes; LOEWE
SOLO Atlas is a perfectly
balanced fragrance
contrasting notes of
Moroccan mastic absolute
with peony and mandarin, while its marine
salt note contrasts with musk and amber.

LOEWE’s SOLO
Atlas fragrances

Encapsulated in the iconic block-shaped
bottle of the Botanical Rainbow collection,
LOEWE SOLO Atlas Eau de Parfum comes
in a vibrant, dark red russet flask. A timeless
journey to the colours of sunset.
Today, the whole LOEWE Botanical Rainbow
Collection invites wearers to freely discover
their own personal connection with each
fragrance and individual feelings and mood.
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Lose weight but
not taste with
Beautysané
Beaut y

®

Your household help in the Brussels region

Together looks at a slimming food
that will leave you wanting more

O

besity is a serious health issue.
Half of the Belgian population was
considered ‘overweight’ in 2018, according to official Government statistics. But
losing weight is hard and so many people
give up on their diets or new year’s resolutions to cut down. Eat less and exercise
more is a basic rule in theory but not so easy
in practice. And this is where slimming foods
can help.
Beautysané, a French brand, is offering a
“healthy and gourmet revolution” in food
substitutes, with “the smartfood that changes
everything”. With Beautysané, you can
lose or control your weight without ever
giving up. Take your pick from milkshakes,
oatmeal breakfasts, traditional soups and
‘soups of the world’, herb omelettes, even
purees and gratins. The vegetable, coffee,
cappuccino, vanilla and chocolate shakes
were given 2021 ‘Flavour of the Year’ awards
in France. And the company claims that its
Energy Detox drinks – a cocktail of green tea,
‘slimming’ plants with draining and purifying
effects and vitamins C, B1, B3 and B6, are
so delicious that you will be sipping them all
day.
The company also assures the healthiness
of its products. The composition of the food
substitutes are scientifically validated despite
the reduced calories. All the necessary
nutriments and vitamins are there to keep
a healthy and strong immune system,
Beautysané claims: “You will no longer feel
tired when losing weight.”
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There are things that you really want to do...
...and those we can do for you!
For the household. Aaxe Titres-Services provides you a household
help for 4, 6, 10... hours per week.
The choice is yours !
The product range also carries the ‘Made
in France’ label. This means that all the
products are manufactured and controlled in
France. The label allows total traceability of
ingredients, giving customers assurance that
the products really are gluten-free, GMO-free
and suitable for vegetarians.
Beautysané is with you all the way on your
slimming quest. It offers three, easy-to-follow
flexible programmes: Starter (four Energy
Diet meals), Transition (two meals with
one balanced meal) and Stabilisation (one
Energy Diet meal to accompany your regular
balanced diet).
Special ‘slimming’ coaches are on hand or
the phone if you have any questions or need
advice – you are not alone, the company
maintains. The Beautysané website also
offers many tips and tricks for you to keep on
track and achieve your slimming goal.
www.beautysane.com

• Live in an interior that is always
clean and welcoming.

• Have your laundry ironed and
easy to store.

• Our company’s mission is to be
recognized as one of the best
companies in Belgium’s service
voucher system.

• Low hourly cost and partial tax
deduction.

• Greater availability for your
relatives.

• The peace of mind of always
being able to rely on the same
person.

Need a household helper?
Fill out our online form !

www.aaxe.be

& 02 770 70 68

titres-services@aaxe.be

Monday to Friday, from 09:00 to 12:30 & from 13:30 to 17:30
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Cosmetic surgery
star turns his hand
to skincare products
Together talks to world-famous plastic
surgery specialist Dr Paul Nassif about
his special skincare brand

Indeed, the range is aimed at all men and
women: “We have a wide assortment that
can benefit teens to seniors and everyone in
between,” he tells Together, adding that at
least three to four products are developed by
the company every year.
The products are also all cruelty-free, carrying
the ‘leaping bunny’ label. In addition they are
vegan and free from gluten, parabens and
mineral oils.
In his day-to-day consultations, Dr Nassif
says what he hopes to find most in a
patient’s skin, even more so than a refined
skin texture or luminosity, is “hydration,
hydration, hydration.” Before having any
plastic surgery operation, all his patients
must take a four to six-week exfoliation
and hydration ‘cure’ to repair the skin and
restore its elasticity and make it ready for
plastic surgery. This special treatment
led to the formulation of the NassifMD
DERMACEUTICALS range.

F

amous American reconstructive and
facial plastic surgeon Dr Paul Nassif
(1962) is also becoming a big name in
skincare. The rhinoplasty specialist renowned
for repairing some of the most difficult-torepair, poorly done nose surgeries on the E
Entertainment channel’s ‘Botched’ television
programme and the man in demand for
his ‘Beverly Hills Facelift’ has used years
of experience and extensive research to
develop a skincare line.

When asked for top tips for healthy skin,
Dr Nassif told Together: “If you want only
one piece of advice, always wear SPF [sun
protection].” In general he said, “When I
formulate new products, I want them to
do one or more of the following: Exfoliate,
Hydrate, Nourish, Protect. This is because I
believe these are necessary steps to keeping
skin healthy and youthful.”

“Initially, I didn’t really think about having a
skincare brand,” Dr Nassif tells Together.
“I was focused on maximising the surgical
results for my patients and I knew the more
hydrated the skin, the more pliable. I didn’t
like anything in the market so I developed
my own hydration serum (what is known as
Hydro-Screen today). When my patients kept
coming back for more I knew I was on to
something.”
Dr Nassif, who is affiliated with top medical
schools and hospitals in California, including
Los Angeles County, University of Southern
California Medical Center and Cedars Sinai
Medical Center, said it took three years to
develop Hydro-Screen “into a product that
satisfied me”.

the main causes of aging. For example, Dr
Nassif says the Dermaflect Smart Day Cream
with SmartVector UV-CE, “uses the power of
the sun to protect and enhance your skin.”
The products also moisturise the skin and
boost collagen levels to help reduce fine lines
and wrinkles.

Dr Nassif was realistic when considering if
appearance of the skin can be improved
significantly, even if it has been in poor
condition for a very long time. “This question
is hard to answer without performing a skin
consultation,” he said. “Generally, if skin
has been neglected for a long time, you can
improve the health and appearance, but it
may take more than just good skincare.”

The NassifMD DERMACEUTICALS range of
cleansers, exfoliants, day and night creams,
under-eye smoothers, serums and even the
Deco-Lift Neck Firming complex are infused
with active, balanced ingredients targeting

In short, they will enable the best results
possible for skin, inside and out, Dr Nassif
claims, a man whose mission is for “everyone
from every generation to benefit from a
healthy, glowing skin.”

The plastic surgeon and skincare wizard
is more than just a media star featured on
Entertainment Tonight, E! and Good Morning
America, and in People Magazine, the Los
Angeles Times and Wall Street Journal.
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He has authored peer-reviewed articles on
cosmetic surgery and lectured on the latest
surgical techniques.
Moreover, he remains dedicated to helping
others in need of reconstructive and plastic
surgery through his charitable work. He
participates in Face to Face, an organisation
that offers plastic surgery to victims of
domestic violence, along with the Race to
Erase MS (multiple sclerosis), the Lymphoma
Research Foundation of America and the
Arthritis Foundation.
www.nassifmd.be
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A taste of Spring
Beaut y

Caroline Dierckx pins down the novelties for March

T

he days are getting longer, and a
sweet scent of Spring begins to make
itself known. The desire to go out is
more and more pressing, and with it also
comes the urge to use these pretty brands
that enchant and embellish everyday life.

weDo: Rich & Repair Shampoo,
formulated with no sulphate or
silicone. 300ml. Price: 18.90.
www.wedoact.com

NUXE: Merveillance
LIFT Concentrated Night
Cream. Wrinkle correction,
firming, for all skin types.
50ml. Price: €46.90.
www.fr.nuxe.com

BABOR: Special Edition Cleaning Set. HY-OL
& Phytoactive Combination for combination and
greasy skin. Price: €41.90/set.
www.babor.com

Déoliane: Dermo-Active 24hour deodorant. 0% alcohol. No
trace, for sensitive skin. Roll on.
50ml. Price: €9.95. On sale in
pharmacies and parapharmacies
(outlets with no need for
prescriptions).

Valmont: Luminosity, a range of
four products: exfoliating water,
serum, cream and mask with
white mulberry for a sublime,
filter-free skin. Price on demand.
www.lamaisonvalmont.com
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Maison Eole: Parfum Vert
Eole Egalité. Price: €75.
www.maisoneole.com
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Kate Spade New York:
Sparkle Eau de Parfum.
100ml. Price: €85. On sale at
Ici Paris XL, Galeria Inno and
independent perfume stores.
www.katespade.com

Nutricentials - Nu Skin:
Eye Love Bright Eyes
illuminating eye cream.
15ml. Price: 45.08.
www.nuskin.com

Dr. Hauschka: Glow to
go, the new limited edition
make-up palette. Price:
€33.50. Webshop:
www.drhauschka.nl

Eucerin: UreaRepair PLUS.
Containing 5% urea and other
natural moisturising factors, this
cream gives 48 hours’ immediate
relief for dry skin. 400ml. Price:
€24.50. www.eucerin.be
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Méthode Jeanne Piaubert:
Gestuelle d’Eau Aqua-Soft Bath
Oil Milky Effect. Moisturising and
relaxing. 200ml. Price: €32.90. On
sale at April.

Clay and Glow: StrawJelly Face Wash. Strawberry
Cleansing Gel. 100ml. Price:
€18.98. On sale at Ici Paris XL.
www.clayandglow.com

Pier Augé: Complete Revitalising
Treatment SUPER ENTAL cream for dry
and sensitive skin. 40ml. Price: €44.20.
www.pierauge.com

Weleda: Absolute Comfort
Oil, intensely nourishing. 50ml.
Price: €16.99 At Di.
www.weleda.com
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Carey Mulligan:
“Acting was it”

Inter view

E

In this month's celebrity interview, we talk to the
multi-talented actress about to star in She Said,
who has lit up blockbuster and independent films
and been obsessed with acting from day one.

nforced absences from the
industry are nothing new
for Carey Mulligan. The two
children she’s had – with Mumford
& Sons lead singer Marcus –
produced two career breaks that
most actresses would fear could
be terminal.
Yet Mulligan has always ridden
straight back into relevance, and
on her own terms too. She admits
she loves working and the process
of being artistic and creative,
though she does not crave it in
the way that some others in the
spotlight do.

LIFE OF LEISURE
Engelberg-Titlis: The fame of the surrounding views is truly
global, featuring even in several Bollywood films

And while she has had a string
of box office blockbusters – from
The Great Gatsby to Far from
the Madding Crowd, Wall Street
2 to Public Enemies – she’s just
as happy working with smallbudget and independent films that
provide escapism and ambition
in an industry that continues to
find its feet again, not only in the
aftermath of lockdown, but also
by way of the threat from the small
screen and premium channels.
At 36, Mulligan clearly has her best
years still ahead of her, and her
kids’ progression out of toddler
ages (and all the necessities that
come with it), mean she has
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embarked on a relative spree of projects
over the past couple of years, with She Said,
Spaceman, Maestro and Fingernails all slated
for release in 2022.
While she’s always keen to promote her
next movie or TV project, what is endearing
about the London-born Brit is her ability
just to chat and meander through topics on
most subjects. It may not please the agents
and publicists who linger just out of shot,
but it makes for a much more honest and
earthy conversation, with someone who
truly embodies the more sanitised version of
acting.
Sure, she will campaign for equality and
diversity and throw her weight behind
countless other projects of the heart, but
some of her best qualities are humility and
honesty, and she has them in abundance.
Together: Your upcoming movie She Said
[the story of Harvey Weinstein’s fall from
grace in which she plays Megan Twohey,
one of the whistleblowers from the New
York Times] seems very appropriate for
this day and age.
Mulligan: I think it’s a story that was going to
get told. There’s a beautiful full-circle irony
that it’s being told in cinematic form.
It’s a film that, like Promising Young Woman,
gets to the heart of what goes on and tries to
paint a picture of arresting injustices.
We’re not trying to change the world, but we
are striving for fairness, and
for people ensuring they pay
for their errors.

I actually don’t know many men who would
disagree with that, so this isn’t really as
ground-breaking as it sounds!
That said, it’s sad that in the present day
and age that we should still have to fight to
make this a reality. Unfortunately, we still
have a long way to go. I know some men
are even shocked that women are identifying
themselves as feminists, as if women have
achieved equality and there are no battles left
to be fought.
You do like to portray strong-willed
women though, that is for sure.
I do. Across Far from the Madding
Crowd, Inside Llewyn Davis, and certainly
Suffragette, I’ve really been thrilled to go
down this route. In Suffragette, I especially
think playing Bathsheba was a very important
role for me.
She is a modern woman with great ambitions
and a powerful personality. She refuses to
conform to the limitations that the Victorian
era and a male-dominated world imposed on
her. She is authentic, truthful, and she also
has the ability to learn from experience and
evolve in the course of her life.

real events. You could never get that close to
be able to do that.

She, and those around her, were really the
starting point for everything we see now.

So the only pressure really is to do justice to
the version you have in front of you.

With so many people looking on in the
portrayal of this Harvey Weinstein story,
did you feel extra pressure to do the role
justice?
I think pressure is only one
of those things that happens
in the lead-up. Once you’re
on set, once you’re with the
crew, once you have the
character clear in your head
and the lines right, you go into overdrive and
the greater story actually sits on a different
tangent.

What kind of characters interest you?
The ones I take on! I really don’t mind,
though as time has gone on, I’ve definitely
pursued those with a slightly harder edge. I
love the opportunity to play
mean, resentful and unkind
women because normally
I'm cast in much more
kind-hearted roles. For
many years I never played someone who
was so far removed from my own nature. It is
a turn-on for me to be able to be so brutally
frank and mean sometimes!

What you end up acting out is the story that’s
right in front of you as it has been scripted
and planned; it’s not an exact replication of

People speak about how accepting and
kind you are on set. Who has been most
like that back to you?

“ A SPREE OF
PROJECTS ”

Some will say your recent
movies are banging the drum for
feminism.
Well what is a feminist? For me a feminist is
someone who believes that all people should
be treated equally, and that men and women
should have the same rights, and be held
accountable in the same way.
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Probably Justin Timberlake, in Inside Llewyn
Davis. Justin was lovely. Such a kind soul
and gentleman. He’s a great actor as well as
a very gifted and naturally talented musician.
He can do anything. Justin also has this very
charming nature which makes it so enjoyable
to be on the set with him.
On a similar note, I also think Oscar Isaac did
an incredible job as Llewyn despite the fact
that I spent so much time
in the film tormenting him.

“ HUMILITY
AND HONESTY ”

Who inspires you away
from film?
I’m a big Joni Mitchell fan. I still remember
when I was 18 and I couldn’t stop crying
while listening to her album Blue. It was
Rosamund Pike who introduced me to Joni
Mitchell while we were shooting Pride &
Prejudice together.
Every morning when we would drive to the
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set she would put on CDs of Joni Mitchell
and Johnny Cash and I was hooked on
their music, although Mitchell resonates
more deeply with me and my melancholier
side.
People are making comparisons
between She Said and Promising
Young Woman in terms of the
subject matter and the styling
of both movies, as well as the
approach to an extremely
sensitive subject. Is that
unfair or relevant?
I think it’s totally fair, and I
would be lying if I said there
wasn’t a subconscious
correlation, I felt, between the
two projects.
I feel it was the same subject
matter that was, ultimately,
approached from two
different perspectives. In
Promising Young Woman
there was a real energy in
the film. In many places it
had a girly, bright, almost
Cameron Diaz Something
About Mary quality to it; yet
when you peel away that
surface layer you discover
there is something much
more sinister underneath.
Not only is there a real story
of someone coming to terms
with what happened to them,
but there’s an additional
conversation being had about
empowerment, abuse.
With She Said it’s much darker
and more relevant from the start
what the issue is. There is no
comedy.
I think Promising Young
Woman was a really important movie to

Promising Young Woman

Promising Young Woman

make – and to shape it in a revenge saga
actually puts a positive spin on a subject
that of course is almost always extremely
damaging.
Was it therefore a good example of
originality in Hollywood that so
many people feel is missing?
I actually think there’s plenty of
originality in Hollywood, but we are
in an era where it’s not necessarily
those movies that gain the
column inches.
I’ve always been very calm
about that fact. I think as an
actor you lead a series of
very simple choices about
whether you want to explore
big projects or do something
more meaningful and arty.
I think we all know which
movies make the most
money and get the most
coverage, but that doesn’t
mean there’s not very original
and groundbreaking stuff
going on as well.
Has the Oscar nomination
changed you?
No. Perhaps an actual win
might have done [laughs].
But it meant a lot to you…
Oh of course. It’s recognition
– it’s the one thing that unites
all actors above and beyond
everything else. Recognition
– it’s an appreciation of what
you have done well; but more
than that, it’s validation that
you haven’t done something
badly.
Most actors are quite
insecure deep down, and
I know a few would prefer just not to

fail, rather than be absolutely driven and
determined to succeed. It’s a strange
conflict, and I think over time you become
a lot more positioned towards the latter, not
failing.
When you don’t win, you can go again.
When you fail, you may find the road is
blocked.

Firstly, I am so pleased with… wrong word,
‘proud of’ everything I have done; but more
than that I think when you obsess over your
own fortunes you diminish the efforts of
others. I don’t see a single
nominee who doesn’t
deserve to be up there, so
by that logic I am happy
for them.

“ A BIG JONI
MITCHELL FAN ”

Are you surprised that
it took 12 years to
earn another Academy
Award nomination?
It’s not something I was thinking about in
those 12 years [since her nomination for Best
Actress in An Education]. To be honest, it
didn’t really seem like 12 years.
If you were to ask me if I regretted my movie
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choices during that time, and the fact I didn’t
achieve any nominations in that period, I
would say “je ne regrette rien!”

You knew from a young age however
that acting was your destiny in life, didn’t
you?
Acting has been my obsession for as long as
I can remember. It was all pretty clear to me
when I saw my older brother perform in The
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Suffragette

King and I in Düsseldorf where my father was
managing a hotel called The Intercontinental.
I was six at the time and I can still recall
being transported by the experience of it and
wanting to be
part of it. For many years
afterwards I kept begging
my parents to send me
to theatre school, but
they wanted me to get a
proper education instead.

It’s hard when you’re 18 to decide to do
something exclusively for three years. A lot
of my friends did it and they did it for the
university experience, so maybe I missed out
on that, but there was nothing else I could
do. Acting was it.

“ PLENTY OF
ORIGINALITY IN
HOLLYWOOD ”

Why were they so against acting?
They wanted me to get a university degree
in case something went horribly wrong. They
were scared for me. But I thought if I went to
university, I would spend three years doing
something I don’t care about, or I’ll drop out
and that’ll be even worse because I’ll have
wasted everyone’s time and money.
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I was very angry at them
for being so against it, but
we just had no example of
anyone in our life who was
in that kind of world. My
parents ran hotels, and my brother was very
academic and went to Oxford.
Was it fun getting to live in hotels during
your youth?
I suppose it was quite exotic, but my brother
and I weren’t allowed to run wild in the hotel
and we were expected to behave properly

Suffragette

and keep our rooms tidy. We were friendly
with the maids and the hotel staff, and we
felt like we were part of the team. The best
part was eating Wiener schnitzel from room
service.

older men who wanted to pick me up even
though I looked like I was 12 [laughs].
So how did you finally get your start in
the business?
While I was attending
boarding school Julian
Fellowes came to speak
at the school about the
making of Gosford Park.
Since he was the only
person I had ever met who
was in the business and I decided to write
him a letter asking for advice and he and his
wife invited me out for dinner and arranged a
meeting with a casting agent, Maggie Lunn.

“ RECOGNITION
UNITES ALL
ACTORS ”

So how did you finally
get your start as an
actress?
I waited until I finished
school and instead of
applying to university as
my parents expected me to, I applied to all
the top drama schools in London. Every
single one rejected me and I was crushed
– all my auditions went horribly wrong. So I
went to work nights as a barmaid at a pub.
That experience gave me the chance to
observe and study all the strange characters
who came to the pub, especially some of the

She was able to get me an audition for Pride
& Prejudice and a few months later I was on
the set with Keira Knightley, Rosamund Pike,
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and Judi Dench, with whom I had always
dreamed of working. There I was! I couldn't
believe my luck.
You’ve said that getting older is helping
you find more interesting roles.
Yes. When I started out, I was often playing
women much younger than me because I
had this very young face. But now the roles
are definitely improving and I have many
more possibilities.
You and your husband Marcus Mumford
choose to live in the English countryside.
Are you more comfortable away from
city life?
It’s very relaxing to spend time in the
countryside but we haven’t spent that much
time there lately because I’m often shooting
in different places. I do have a fondness
for nature because half my family is Welsh,
and I spent a lot of time in the
countryside as a young girl. I
even milked a cow once when
I was seven on my great-aunt’s
farm!

I think, you know, I don’t want to be
rubbish and overworked and irritated and
overworked. I love the films I’m doing but it
pays to stop and look around.
So what’s your decision-making process
built around?
It’s always going to be based on the
character and the director. That’s all that
matters.
Do you prefer the indie scene or the big
Hollywood movies?
I don’t differentiate like that. There’s
something about the pace of an independent
film I like. No time, no money, I like that.
Waiting around a lot of big productions for
set pieces to be set up, I like less.
Whatever I do, if I look back, It’s mad, I’m
beyond my expectation, any dreams. People
have been really kind and
generous.

“ ACTORS
ARE QUITE
INSECURE ”

We have a farm, but we are not
farmers, though! It’s just that we enjoy the
peace and beauty of living in the countryside.
Would you ever consider performing
on stage with your husband and with
Mumford and Sons?
I've been asked that many times and my
answer is the same: Never! Even when I was
preparing to sing in those films, I didn’t even
want to ask him to help me. I would rather
watch other people sing on X Factor!
You’ve taken breaks from acting but
always come back…
It’s not a pattern I plan on faithfully following
but if it happens like that, then so be it.
I generally find that after about a year, it feels
enough not to work. I need to start again.
That’s all largely down also to not being
much around I wanted to work on.

And I have motherhood to fall
back on. That’s the thing that
defines and becomes your
life, it’s undeniable, it changes
everything. I don’t know if it’s always the first
thought on my mind when I read a script, but
I would suspect it’s altered my attitude. It’s
unavoidable.
You’ve said in previous interviews
that you’ve changed your approach to
emotional acting over the years. Could
you elaborate on that?
When I was starting out in films, I used to
imagine the most horrible things in order
to bring myself to tears or put myself in a
very tortured emotional state for certain
scenes that required that intensity. The worst
example of that was when I was shooting
Pride and Prejudice and I spent most of my
day on the set crying. I would imagine things
like my mother’s funeral and other terrible
things to prepare myself and it was simply
awful.

has led me to completely change my
approach. I realised I would go mad
if I had to keep working myself into
an overwrought state every day for
six days a week. So I trained myself
to focus more on the lines and on the
character’s state of mind rather than
trying to adapt my own emotional state
to that of the character.
Does this make acting less
stressful?
It’s much less stressful now! It’s much
easier to work that way and, in the
end, I think your performance is better
because you have more control and
you’re less exhausted and neurotic. I’m
trying to import this kind of technique
to my film performances because you
need to be much more adaptable
because you shoot these very short
sequences, and you have to be able
to do it over and over again in different
takes and different camera angles and
close-ups and so forth.
Do you watch your own films?
I do, but I find watching myself quite
difficult. I’ve seen An Education five
or six times out of necessity and I’ve
seen Wall Street a few times because
there have been screenings I’ve gone
to where I can’t disappear because
people would think I was rude. They
would be the two I’ve watched the
most. Some of the others I don’t care
to see again!
Some actors feel like it helps them, and
they can correct things if they watch,
but it just messes with me. Especially if
I watch playback on set, like a director
would be like ‘come and watch this
so you can know what to do in terms
of where to move’; and I’m like just
‘tell me because if I watch it, I become
really self-aware and that messes with
me’. So I don’t really watch my own
work more than I have to.

But working in the theatre in recent times
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Melanie Thierry

Cinema:
The best of
the
Intro nombig screen
Liz Newmark looks at three top
movies showing in cinemas this
month
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La Vraie Famille (The Real Family)
What really makes a family? Nature or
nurture? This age-old question is brilliantly
tackled in Fabien Gorgeart’s La Vraie Famille,
that is inspired by a true story. Anna (Mélanie
Thierry), 34, lives with her husband (Lyes
Salem), two young boys and 6-year-old
Simon, placed with them by social workers
since he was 18 months. Their idyllic family
life is shaken up when Simon’s biological
father (a broody Félix Moati excellent in his
role of part-time dad) decides he wants
Simon to live with him again. It is heartbreaking for Anna, who cannot bear to
say goodbye to someone like a son to
her. The film is seen totally through Anna’s
eyes. Some critics may say that we should
see more of the father’s point of view. But
Thierry is magnificent and the scenes where
Simon says he wants to continue calling
her ‘mummy’; or, when she refuses to
answer her phone to the social worker on
a Christmas skiing holiday with her family
and Simon – who should have been with
his father – are mesmerising. The inevitable
ending, while just, is terribly sad and Simon’s
amazing performance throughout the film
could melt an iceberg.
French, Dutch subtitles. Reviews: IMDb
7.4/10, AlloCine 4.2/5.
Running time: 102 minutes

Anamaria Vartolomei
in The Happening

Cinema News

L'Evénement (The Happening)
Was abortion really a crime once my
daughter asked? Amazing to think so now,
but in 1960s France it was. Adapted from
Annie Ernaux’s novel, this drama about a
student agonising over an illegal termination
is a tense, tough to watch thriller. Anna
(a mesmerising Anamaria Vartolomei) is
a university student at Angoulême where
everyone is thinking and talking about sex,
but it appears that no one is actually having
any. Because to get pregnant would be, as
Anna’s friend Hélène said, the end of the
world. Director Audrey Diwan keeps you
gripped from start to excruciating finish,
counting down the days as the pregnancy
grows until the inevitable makeshift abortion.
Until then, you see spirited, independent
Anna try to enjoy university life with her
friends, keep quiet to her mother, and get
understandably furious with her spineless,
hopeless ‘boyfriend’ (Kacey Mott-Klein).
L'Evénement is a fascinating look at
1960s French university life, which seems
surprisingly modern. It is also a social history
of the efforts girls made to avoid the shame
of unwanted pregnancy and a depressing
reminder of the veritable career people made
out of performing illegal abortions.
Reviews: IMDb 7.4/10, AlloCine 4.1/5,
SensCritique 7.5/10, Rotten Tomatoes. 100%.
Running time: 100 minutes

Chickenhare and the Hamster of
Darkness (Hopper in the French version)
There is more than a touch of the Indiana
Jones about this entertaining French-Belgian
fun-for-all-the-family animated adventure
movie. Lovable hare-cum-chicken Hopper,
the adoptive son of a famous adventurer,
dreams of being an explorer and so, with his
madcap turtle friend Abe and expert fighter
skunk Meg, goes off in search of treasure
and to escape from his evil uncle Arthur. The
graphics are superb, colours beautiful and
music suitably dramatic. The adventures in
mountains, high waters and dark canyons
keep coming at a breathtaking rate, humour
is also in overdrive and the ending is, well,
satisfyingly happy. The Big ig Foot Family
and Royal Corgi director Ben Massen with
Benjamin Mousquet also gently enforce the
message that it is fine to be different, even if
you may be laughed at for being so. Indeed,
as Hopper is told, being different can also
mean being exceptional. And Massen was
instantly attracted to this double figure: “I
said at once that this cocktail between these
two animals was a super idea and one that
could only lead to a crazy impressive result.”
Reviews: IMDb 8/10, Rotten Tomatoes 91%.
Running time: 133 minutes
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Down on the farm
Travel

If you want a green and friendly getaway close to
home, look no further than Brussels’ many city
farms, perfect for a family visit. Liz Newmark
investigates some of the most popular.

In the first half of the 20th century, no
fewer than three schemes to build a new
zoo were initiated including a grand plan at
Auderghem’s Rouge Cloître site involving
monkey palaces, tropical gardens and a
dairy farm or a zoo plus solarium in Zellik.
But none of these came to fruition, owing to
a lack of interest and
funds.

Brussels City Farm (Ferme du Parc
Maximilien)
Deep in downtown Brussels awaits the
magical Maximilien nature and animal park,
a lovely site in which to wander, see sheep,
goats, chickens and rabbits and generally
relax. The beautiful green space – a former
railway line later used as a heliport for
Brussels’ former airline Sabena – is also
peppered with pond life, which you see when
you follow the farm’s self-guided walk.
With an ecological bent, the farm set up in
1989 has also installed equipment to reduce
environmental impact, such as solar panels
and water-saving devices.

B
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to ward off boredom and stimulate scientific
interest. Sadly the establishment was never
successful, closed down in 1878 and the
founding company went bankrupt in 1879.
The animals were sold off in 1880 and 1881.
As a kind of memory, you can see stone
elephant heads at the gate, marking the
park’s original use.

The Maximilien – free for all – also offers
stages in school holidays. For just €90 a
week, and €80 for a brother or sister, kids
can enjoy anything from mask making at
‘Carnival’ to workshops on compost or on
gardening in general, as
well as ‘animations’ with
the animals.

"PEPPERED WITH
POND LIFE"

Fast forward at least
50 years, however,
and with the increase
in sustainable living and more eco friendly
activities, the capital is fast becoming a
centre for urban farms. Parc Maximilien near
Place Sainctelette is the most central, but
get on your bike or other form of transport
and you will find three others in lesser known
parts of the city.

russels did in fact once have a zoo. It
was created in 1851 in Parc Léopold
where the Museum of Natural
Sciences popularly known as the ‘Dinosaur’
Museum now stands. Brussels zoo was
however less than scientific – conceived as a
“salon public”, a public parlour offering nice
walks, enlivened with an animal collection

– or take your party on donkey rides.

The Maximilien is excellent for family
activities. It organises
wonderful birthdays
at just €120 for up to
15 children (€5 per
additional child) on
Wednesdays (12pm to 4.30pm) or Saturdays
(11.30am to 4.30pm). There is a special ‘salle
de fête’ for you to eat your birthday lunch/tea
followed by a guided tour of the animals. For
an extra €50, you can choose extra activities,
for example an atelier on face painting or art

This idyll near the canal
also offers a range of
90-minute activities for groups (in French,
Dutch on demand) in addition to its regular
schools programme. At €4-€5 per person
you can choose from ‘animals and our
five senses’, ‘apples, pears and meadow
fruits’, ‘cottage gardens’, ‘bees and honey’,
‘composting and sorting’, or even ‘wool’.
Where: Quai du Batelage 2, 1000 Brussels
(métro Yser)
When: Monday – Friday 10am – 4.30pm
November to March; Monday – Saturday
9.30am – 5pm April – October (also open
weekends for special events).
www.lafermeduparcmaximilien.be
La Ferme Nos Pilifs (Entreprise de Travail
Adapté)
This wonderful farm, at five hectares much
bigger than the Parc Maximilien, nestles
in Neder-over-Heembeek, Brussels’
northernmost commune. Established in
1984, it is a delightful place in which to see
myriad farmyard animals – pigs, chickens,
sheep and goats – as well as horses,
donkeys and ponies.

"A GREAT ESCAPE
FROM THE CITY"

La Ferme Nos
Pilifs emphasises
environmental education
and organises holiday
stages for children. Priding itself on links to
organisations for the mentally or physically
handicapped, it employs around 145
such workers in the farm’s delightful café
(estaminet), garden centre and shop.
The farm’s aim is to showcase disabled
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This family-run affair set in the Parc
Fond’Roy’s grounds features mainly smaller
animals. With rabbits and chickens galore,
horses, sheep and donkeys graze nearby.

Mainly open for schools, the farm is free for
all on its regular ‘open-house’ family days
and weekends. The next open day is Sunday
8 May.

In addition, charming walkways through
orchards and green fields and a huge
vegetable garden are just waiting to be
discovered.

The farm is set near beautiful Parc Roi
Baudouin, which itself is full of family
attractions including a tree-top adventure
playground for older children near the
fantastic brasserie/restaurant the ‘Chalet du
Laerbeek’.

The farm also focuses on educational
pursuits. It offers school visits during the
week for nursery to secondary school age
children. Myriad options include ‘a day out
with sheep’, fruit and vegetable days and
animal-centred pastimes.
Stages at weekends offer family activities
including the chance to make your own
bread or soup – it is no longer just a
‘children’s farm’.

people’s skills and give them a role in their
neighbourhood.
Social conscience aside, Nos Pilifs is just a
great escape from the city oozing family and
animal activities. On Wednesday afternoons
(1.30-4.30pm) or Saturday (9am – 12pm
or 2-5pm) there are children’s parties. First
there are two ‘animations’, for example on
bread or apple juice making, bees,
wool or just on how to care for
the animals. Next, the birthday
party is taken on horseback to
enjoy a home-baked birthday
‘goûter’ ‘dans la nature’ (weather
permitting) complete with homemade tarts and cakes. Here the
parents, if requested, can help open the
presents.

Prices are just €120 a week for 4-11-year
olds (9am – 4.30pm with a garderie open
from 7.45am until 5.30pm).
The farm also organises an Easter breakfast
and egg hunt on Easter Saturday and
Sunday.
Where: Trassersweg 347, 1120 Neder-OverHeembeek (métro Bockstael, then
bus 53 or 47)
When: 8am – 9.30pm daily. The
garden centre and shop are open
from 9am - 6pm, 10am to 5pm on
Sundays. The animals go to ‘bed’/
inside at around 4.30pm.
www.fermenospilifs.be

"A DAY
OUT WITH
SHEEP"

Birthdays cost €190 per group of up
to ten children (from 4-11 years old) on
Wednesdays and €225 on Saturdays.
Nos Pilifs also offers stages in the Easter
holidays where children can enjoy nature and
any number of farm and animal activities.
110 I togethermag.eu

Farm of Uccle
Tucked away up a long gravel path, in an
extra green quarter of Uccle not far from
Place St Job, lies the wonderful farm of
Uccle. Perched high on a hill you really
are removed from the hustle and bustle of
Brussels city.

Indeed, the centre also hosts a range of
activities including eco-responsible cleaning
product ateliers (make-your-own chemicalfree washing up liquid for example), ‘pause
nature’ breaks and myriad team-building
options to bond with your colleagues in a
green and pleasant environment.
Entrance is free with the charges for
Wednesday, weekend and holiday
workshops very reasonable.

Featuring stages at very reasonable prices
(€110/week 9am to 4pm – garderie 8-9am
and 4-5pm - in French and Dutch), ateliers
and seasonal farm weekends, Jette’s
children’s farm aims to create environmental
awareness, focussing on sustainable
development, eco-friendly food and the
importance of nature.
The farm is also available for birthday
celebrations on Wednesdays and Saturdays
1.30-3pm until the end of June (not in school
holidays) with activities including bread
making, working with wool, gardening or
geocaching. You can even clean out the
animal enclosures. The price for up to eight
4-12 year olds is €130, with up to four extra
children paying €16 each.
Cerise sur le gâteau, on Wednesday
afternoons, children can choose from
theatre workshops
with Troupe 172 or
“Nature Wednesday”
stages where you can
experience all aspects
of the great outdoors.

"THE IMPORTANCE
OF NATURE"

Where: Vieille Rue
du Moulin 93, 1180
Brussels
When: Monday –
Friday 8am – 3pm,
hours vary at weekends.
www.tournesol-zonnebloem.be

Jette’s Children’s Farm (Kinderboerderij)
In North Brussels, Jette also features an
enchanting children’s farm that boasts a wide
variety of animals including pigs, ponies,
sheep, goats, birds, rabbits and guinea pigs.
You can even watch bees making honey.

Where: Rue Petite Sainte-Anne 172, 1090
Brussels
When: Monday to Friday 8.30am – 4.30pm
with some weekend openings
www.kinderboerderijjette.be
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Swiss
mountain
heaven

Mark Browne took to the slopes
of central Switzerland’s largest
winter tourism destination
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he picturesque village of Engelberg
is nestled in a valley in central
Switzerland surrounded by epic
mountain scenery and dominated by Mount
Titlis, which rises over 3,240 metres to its
glacier-capped summit.
These local geographical features mean the
valley has its own microclimate that ensures
significant snow falls and a “snow sure”
resort. Indeed, research from the Federal
Office of Meteorology and Climatology,
MeteoSwiss, shows it to be one of
Switzerland’s snowiest regions!
This has made it a popular area for
international snow sports lovers, especially
Swedes, who come to enjoy its 82km of
slopes spread over 2,000m vertically. Among
them is one of the longest downhill runs in
the Alps at 12km. In addition to the pistes,
the Engelberg valley is renowned as a top
destination for freeriders. Engelberg-Titlis
even boasts a “big five” for these skiers – the
Laub, Galtiberg, Steinberg, Sulz and Steintali.
They are all relatively easily to reach from the
lift system, but local mountain guides are
recommended and readily available.
Each run has its own challenges and
elements that may appeal more to certain
styles of skier. They are also wide enough
to offer variations which can be chosen
with help from the guide, to match personal
preference and ability levels. In addition, the
resort offers superb facilities for beginners.
These include extensive
gentle sloped areas at the
mid-levels of Mount Titlis
and on the Brunni mountain
area to the north of
Engelberg, characterised by
sunny, south-facing slopes.

a closed circuit on snow at the SnowXpark.
But Engelberg is not only a spot for snow
sports. The village has been renowned as
a spa for hundreds of years and Engelberg
abbey, the original monastic
settlement in the area,
celebrated its 900-year
jubilee in 2020. A highlight
of a tour is its baroque
church, featuring a lofty
arched ceiling adorned
with frescos and featuring
a musical accompaniment
from Switzerland’s largest organ with over
9,000 pipes!

“ TOP
DESTINATION
FOR
FREERIDERS ”

In addition to the skiing and
snowboarding options, the resort offers the
full range of snow related activities including
tobogganing, ice-skating, cross country
skiing and snow tubing. It is even possible to
hire electric snowmobiles and to race around
114 I togethermag.eu

Also inside the monastery is the Cheese
Factory where visitors can watch the local

cheese, “Engelberger Klosterkircher”, being
made. It gets its name from the moulds used,
shaped like the monastery bells. In winter the
village features a light display of illuminated
sculptures dotted around the streets.
However, possibly the most impressive local
light display is that of the stars
in the night sky above. With
low levels of light pollution,
the night sky reveals itself
in all its glory, especially for
those staying in the mountain
lodgings.

including the Titlis cliff walk along Europe’s
highest suspension bridge – a towering
3,040 metres. The fame of the surrounding
views is truly global, featuring even in
several Bollywood films. You can also visit
an 150 metre-long cave, 20 metres below
the surface of the glacier. Its
5,000-year-old glacial ice
shines with an eerie turquoise
hue.

“ VERY LONG
WINTER
SEASON ”

Non-skiers can also visit the glacier on Mount
Titlis. The summit station, reached by the
Titlis Rotair, a unique cable car which rotates
360 degrees affording incredible panoramic
views, offers a range of touristic attractions

Engelberg’s central location
can also make it ideal for
day trips – for example the
world famous historic city of Lucerne with
its beautiful lake is only 45 minutes away by
train. The resort also benefits from its very
long winter season – from October to May.
This means visitors can enjoy winter sports
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as well as summer activities such as hiking,
biking and even golf or boating on the lakes
in the late spring sunshine, on the same day!
Where to stay
The village boasts a wide choice of quality
accommodation, including a number of
impressive buildings dating
from “La Belle Epoque”
prior to World War I.
However, the jewel in the
crown is definitely the
newly refurbished 5-star
superior Kempinski Palace
Engelberg which re-opened in June 2021.
Following a five-year reconstruction project,
this historic building which first opened in
1904 as the Grand Hotel Winterhaus has
once again come to life.

When originally constructed, it was
Switzerland’s first hotel specifically designed
for winter tourism, complete with central
heating and all the comforts of the era. Its
rebirth once again sets a new milestone
in luxury and quality. The 129 spacious
rooms and suites offer stunning views of the
surrounding mountains,
including from private
balconies, and the whole
hotel has been finished
to the highest standards
– combining modern
features and carefully
restored historic elements. In keeping with
Engelberg’s historic touristic origins as a spa
resort, one of the highlights of the hotel is
its penthouse spa, featuring a fitness room,
saunas, steam room and iconic infinity pool
offering breathtaking views of the mountains.

“ SUPERB
FACILITIES FOR
BEGINNERS ”
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Back to winter magic
A village with ski-in, ski-out access, high-end accommodation,
an exceptional ski area, daily entertainment, magical events
and a host of other wonders awaits you…

Dining
Engelberg now boasts an impressive list
of more than 70 dining establishments.
But it would be difficult to find one to beat
the Cattani Restaurant. Located in the
Kempinski Palace Engelberg and overlooking
the adjacent winter garden park in a lofty
ceilinged and airy room, the restaurant’s
menu largely showcases local delicacies
with quality ingredients, derived via the
Swiss “farm to table” concept in creative
and seasonal gourmet cuisine. I anticipate
that it will not be long before it is awarded a
Michelin Star! For those seeking traditional
118 I togethermag.eu

Swiss raclette, the Chalet Ruinart offers
hearty fondues made with unique Swiss
cheese blends and served within a traditional
wood chalet given a touch of luxury with furs
and champagne.
How to get there
For international guests, the nearest airports
to Engelberg are Zurich (car about one
hour or train less than two hours) or Basel
(car 1.5 hours, train two hours). There are
regular train connections to Engelberg
station, making this an attractive, costeffective option. Access by rental car or
private transfer is also possible, and there are
numerous public parking spaces in the area.
Mark Browne was a guest of Engelberg
Tourism Office and the Kempinski Palace
Engelberg.
www.engelberg.ch
www.kempinski.com/en/engelberg/
kempinski-palace-engelberg

- 14927 - photo : Andy Parant

For those seeking something more rustic,
you can even stay on the mountain slopes.
For example, the Bärghuis Jochpass, located
in the heart of the mountains at over 2,200
metres can only be reached by gondola
lift. Offering the ultimate in ski-in ski out,
residents get to savour the very first and last
runs of the day on the surrounding slopes
and then enjoy hearty Swiss hospitality high
in the mountains.
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Climbing lifeenhancing
Kilimanjaro
For Jean-Loïck Michaux, a 30th
birthday trip up Mount Kilimanjaro
was much more than a mountain
trek and all about the people
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Climbing Kilimanjaro is all about the people

“ THE TRUE
HEROES WERE
OUR GUIDES ”

2

8 February 2021, 11pm. -5 degrees
Celsius. Kibo Hut, Kilimanjaro (4,700
metres). The porters come to knock
on our door. “Wake up, time to go!” I barely
slept. I am excited for the final climb, but
the lack of oxygen makes me feel dizzy. I
jump out of the upper bunk bed while my
three other roommates roll out of their beds
slowly. For a short walk, I am already out of
breath. It is actually not recommended to
stay longer than 24 hours at such heights.
That is why we barely had the time to sleep
once we went above 3,700 metres. It took us
only 36 hours to go all the way up and back
down to the same point. 2,000 metres in
altitude up and down in 36 hours is a lot for
the body to endure. In those circumstances,
the best and worst in every human being
comes out. If so, why is climbing Kilimanjaro
such a life-enhancing experience that I would
recommend to anyone? Let me tell you why.
Climbing Kilimanjaro is a metaphor that can
be applied to many things. Just as when you
go up in altitude, you start to lack oxygen,
the more you progress in achieving your
goals, the greater the stress you will feel. The
closer you get to the top, the less oxygen
you will have, but you still keep going. The
closer you get to your dreams, the higher are
the stakes, but you do not stop.
The more stress you have, like having less
oxygen, your body and mind lose their
stability and look for a new balance. That is
where acclimatisation is needed, you need to
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go 'Pole Pole' – a Swahili expression which,
as the locals say, means to go slowly and
surely. Pole pole is like each of the steps you
take towards reaching the top of Kilimanjaro:
getting funding, achieving your sales goals,
creating the desired impact or even earning
that promotion.
Pole pole can also be applied to affairs of
the heart. One climbing friend had been
struggling with his relationship with his

girlfriend. They are very much in love, but
fight because they cannot acclimatise to
each other. We concluded that a romantic
relationship is the same as climbing, we need
to take it step by step.

were my best friends. Laughing, sharing
meals, debating on life, encouraging and
congratulating each other brightened even
the darkest moments of the climb.

“ HOW TO
CLIMB LIFE ”

It takes five days to climb
Kilimanjaro and two days
to come back down. It is
physically and mentally exhausting. Pushing
my limits, I realised my best painkillers

Reaching the summit
together releases dopamine,
as human beings are social
species wired to unite and
join forces in teams. As we climbed, it was
tempting to hike faster and reach the summit
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to end the suffering from the cold and lack
of oxygen. But we saw it as a personal
challenge to stay together the whole way.
The only person who left Kili with regret, was
the one who left the group to be able to get
to the summit faster. But not only is it lonely
at the top, it is also lonely in life, unless you
let your friends help you to reach the top.
The true heroes of the climb were our guides,
the Trekking Heroes team.
About three dozen porters
came – local Tanzanians,
whose job was to carry
luggage, food, sleeping bags
and kitchen utensils to help
us reach the summit. One
of them, called “God Listen”, has climbed
Kilimanjaro almost 100 times to help people
follow their dreams to reach the top of
Africa. They are paid around US$200 each
for the seven-day trip. In local currency,
this is almost one month’s salary. So by
collaborating with this company, as well as
having so much fun with the welcoming and
caring local people, you are also helping the
local economy.

Photo © videohelp.be

Further up the climb, we reached 5,300
metres in altitude and stopped to wait for
the others. We were freezing but grateful
to contemplate the dark shadow of the
surrounding mountains, brightened by the
full moon. I sat down to rest my back on
the mountain in the small cave and focused
on my breathing for ten minutes. I felt the
energy of a sleeping giant volcano entering
my soul and repeating to myself: “Be more
like a volcano, be patient and
erupt only when everything Is
ready.” The lesson is along the
same lines as ‘Pole Pole...’: Be
patient, work in the dark and
wait for the perfect moment to
strike. Be the volcano!

“ BE MORE
LIKE A
VOLCANO ”
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On the last day, when we came back down,
I asked our fellow climbers “What was your
favourite moment or part of ascending Kili?”
The answer was unanimous: “Climbing the
Kili, it’s all about the people.” Indeed, we
went up as friends and came back down as
a family.
After reaching 5,000 metres in altitude, it was
getting tough to breathe and stand up as the
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ascent was getting harder and harder. The
mountain was so steep that the desire to
rush all the way up, so “It’s Done” came into
my mind many times. However, I wanted to
stick with our team because we each needed
each other at different times, and it would
be so much more rewarding to reach the
top together. For example, at 5,700 metres,
most people started to vomit, including
myself – guilty of drinking too much ginger
tea and eating too many
fruit glucose gels to ensure
I stayed full of energy. At
that stage, the only thing I
could do was to focus on
reaching the top, drinking
water and eating to survive
and putting one foot in front of the other.

Jean-Loïck with David Mc Gowan

to offer some glucose. In times of struggle,
by keeping a line of communication with our
team members, we quickly realise we had
what it takes to reach the top. This small
energy bar barter at the top of Kilimanjaro is
the same deal in your business or romantic
relationships. What do you have that your
partner needs more than you; and what does
your partner have that you need more of?
Think about it!

“ THE
GREATEST
ADVENTURE ”

Suddenly I saw that David Mc Gowan, the
founder of Together magazine, had run
out of energy. He asked me for a protein
bar, and of course I gave him my last one.
True friendship is doing everything in your
power to help your friend, knowing they
would be there for you too. This is exactly
what happened further up the mountain.
When I was struggling, David was the first

To conclude, turning 30,
and with it, reaching the top
of Kilimanjaro, has taught
me that life, and how to
climb life, is the greatest
adventure, and it is more
important to reach your goals together. The
trip was more about friendships, family and
relationships than reaching the summit or any
other goals. Moments shared with people
we love or respect are more important
and enriching than dreams. Life is not the
destination, but the journey. That said, happy
Kili climbing, share your stories, and enjoy
the ride my friends!
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Globetrotting
responsibly:
Botswana
Our friends at Responsible
Travel mark your card for a
trip of a lifetime
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frica’s vastest oasis radiates across
sand and swamps, forming forested
islands and winding channels across
22,000km² of otherwise desert landscape.
A waterhole on an epic scale, the Okavango
Delta supports Africa’s largest herds of
elephants – just one of 122 mammal species
that thrive on its lush vegetation and reedfiltered waters. Lions stalk buffalo through
the papyrus, antelope rear tottering calves,
and over 440 species of birds fly here to fish,
nest and breed. This remarkable region is up
there with the Serengeti, Ngorongoro Crater
and the Masai Mara when it comes to game
viewing – while remaining just that bit off the
beaten track.
Botswana safari & Victoria Falls holiday
This Botswana Safari & Victoria Falls
Holiday covers the highlights of Botswana,
starting with wildlife watching in the famous
128 I togethermag.eu

Okavango Delta and the Khwai Private
Reserve. You’ll also experience a taste of
Zimbabwe when you cross the border to visit
the mighty Victoria Falls, one of the Seven
Natural Wonders of the World.
Your holiday will begin at a private
concession [reserved for guests staying at
the camps and lodges] in the Okavango
Delta, where you can head out on game
drives to spot big game – Africa’s big five
the lion: leopard, black rhinoceros, African
bush elephant, and the African buffalo -see
the colourful birdlife and explore the stunning
waterways on a mokoro (dugout canoe)
safari. Next, you’ll head to the Khwai Private
Reserve, one of the best concessions in the
greater Okavango Delta region, with rich
landscapes and a diverse abundance of
wildlife.

“ STARGAZING BY
THE CAMPFIRE ”
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Finally, you’ll end your safari adventure at the
Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe, one of the world’s
most spectacular sights.

“ THAT BIT OFF
THE BEATEN
TRACK ”
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Popular experiences include spray-filled river
walks, bungee jumping, white-water rafting,
boat rides, helicopter rides and microlight
flights.
This suggested itinerary is perfect for
explorers looking to see Africa’s most famous
animals in a region of striking beauty. From
thrilling game drives and stargazing by the
campfire, to traversing the waterways in a
mokoro, or feeling the spray of the mighty
falls – Botswana and Zimbabwe will take you
back to nature.

Best time to go
The water takes six months to reach the
delta, so the dry May-August period sees
floods on an epic scale. Wildlife flocks here
as the desert dries out; this is also the best
time to go to the Okavango Delta for a
mokoro canoe trip.
About Responsible Travel
Our holidays are more enjoyable because
they do good. When your trip benefits
others, you gain too. All our trips support
communities and preserve nature – which
helps you get closer to both. So when you
travel with us, everyone wins.
www.responsibletravel.com
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Dining

Happy Birthday to
‘La Table de Mus’
Caroline Dierckx enjoys the wonderful
Franco-Eastern cooking of ‘La Table de
Mus’ – a restaurant already six years old

Y

ou can say that this address will go
through thick and thin with a smile on its
face. And for good reason, as Mustafa
Duran, alias Mus, runs this establishment, which
has never been empty over the years, with
expert control. A stone’s throw from the Sablon
and in the heart of the Place de La Vielle Halle
aux Blés, Mus and his chef Khaled Bouhamidi
compose the menus, lunches and ‘suggestions
of the day’ focussing on beautiful French
gastronomy with some Eastern touches inspired
by the two culinary masters’ origins.
The concept is a little different and has
everything to please. The complete dining
experience is based around several set menus:
from the two-course lunch at €38 to the ‘Mus’
menu at €99. The products are meticulously
chosen according to the season and their
qualities. For this reason, the menus change
often. Everything we savoured was very good,
tasty and plentiful.
To accompany the dishes, Mus is committed
to unearthing oenological delights that combine
value for money and originality. It must be said
that the combination of food and wine was one
of the most successful that we have tested in a
long time. From appetiser to dessert, our meal
was in every way perfect!
‘Mus’ is a gastronomic address where
conviviality is the order of the day. Smiles,
relaxation and the team’s absolutely impeccable
service added that magical touch to our
evening.
Without a doubt, ‘Mus’ is a place to discover,
and we will definitely return.
www.latabledemus.be
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OF

Mus (Mustafa Duran) and his team

“ EVERYTHING
TO PLEASE ”
French gastronomy with oriental touches

Wine, glorious wine
Wine

Together’s Paul Morris heads southwest
to enjoy the joys of the grape

A

t Together we
have been known
to enjoy the
occasional tipple of the
nectar that emanates
from the vineyards... from
France... and specifically
from the Bordeaux region.
Taking tours of the
numerous stunning
chateaux, marvelling as
another vineyard appears
round yet another bend –
it’s like drinking in wine with
your eyes and your olfactory
senses. But we tried
another way of looking at
the impressive history of this
jewel in the crown of the Gironde department
in Southwestern France – we headed for
the river, the mighty Garonne. As you can
imagine, the guide on the boat concocted a
heady mix of the history of the town, but his
words always led back to the grapes.
If it has been some years since you visited
the city one thing strikes you immediately
– how really bright it is. Over recent years,
Bordeaux has rolled up its sleeves and
washed its face, cleaning up the architecture.
Now, the buildings are positively gleaming
with white surfaces – gone are the black,
rather sad walls. One of our favourite
Bordelaise tipples is a dry, crispy Muscadet
from ‘Entre Deux Mers’. Our guide explained
that this wine is, in fact, between two rivers,
the Garonne and the Dordogne, and once
you have tasted it you will agree that these
waterways deserve the loftier title of ‘sea’.
We retired to a local café to shake off our

Beautiful Bordeaux on the Garonne river in Southwestern France

sea legs, and they served up an excellent
Muscadet Sur Lie – at first you think it might
be off because it has a viscous darker yellow
colour than the other bottles. ‘Sur lie’ means
that this wine has spent time on its ‘lees’,
wine sediment which transforms very crisp
Muscadet into something altogether more
complex, fuller bodied, creamier and richer.
It is perfect with seafood – especially the
oysters we ordered.
Head for the very helpful folks at the central
tourist office to explore the history of its rivers
and their tales of navigation as you embark
on six journeys through time along the Douro,
the Rhone, the Rhine, the Seine, the Garonne
and the Loire. Oh, and one place you must
visit is the stunning Cité du Vin, with its mindblowing immersive in-depth journey through
all aspects of viniculture. Santé!
www.bordeaux.com/gb
www.laciteduvin.com
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Homage to
Hollywood – the
2010s on film
Books

This month, TASCHEN
shines a light on the movies that shaped the 2010s

Parasite’ – Netflix takes on Hollywood.
Credit: TASCHEN

offered realities of their own, and the big
screen faced serious competition.
Even before the usual delays between
theatrical release and further distribution
became ever shorter, movies
often found themselves
downgraded to mere
“content”, to be clicked at
on colourful screen tiles. So,
Taschen challenges in this latest assessment
of cinematic decades, praised by Empire
magazine as “an enticing and dependable
reference series for film fans”, is cinema now
just a “cult of celebrity, blockbusters, and
computer-animated visual effects?”

The 2010s saw Netflix take on Hollywood
with 2019 films like ‘Parasite’ and ‘Marriage
Story’ attracting big name stars and doing
particularly well at the
Oscars. It also saw Indie
movies like ‘Boyhood’
make history and Star
Wars ‘strike back’. This
compendium looks back at the best of
film from 2011-2020. Indeed, for Jürgen
Müller and Philipp Bühler in their wideranging introduction, Quentin Tarantino’s
masterpiece ‘Once Upon a Time... in
Hollywood (2019)’ offers “the perfect
metaphor for the contradictions and
ambivalences of contemporary cinema”.

“ ALIVE AND
KICKING ”

La La Land’ the musical with Emma Stone and Ryan
Gosling. Credit: TASCHEN

C

inema is an art form that has been
written off on several occasions at
different periods in the 20th and 21st
centuries - starting from when television
made an entrance in the 1950s. It has
especially seen challenges in the decade of
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the 2010s, where much changed – both in
how people watched movies, and in how
they saw themselves. Social media and the
internet shaped a new understanding of the
self and the world. As streaming services
multiplied, viewing options and video games

On the contrary, this anthology, even if
looked at briefly, reveals a cinema from
2010’s ‘Black Swan’ to
2019’s ‘Toy Story 4’ that
is diverse, dynamic, and
“above all alive and kicking,
resulting in a decade that
was “anything but boring,
monotonous, and doomed to extinction” and
meriting far more than vision via streaming.

Each of the 100 most
compelling movies of the
decade including the joyous
musical ‘La La Land’,
children’s classic and
amazingly popular ‘Frozen’
with a signature theme tune and the exciting
‘Mad Max: Fury Road’ is discussed in detail
by Müller and his team of authors and

“ ANYTHING
BUT BORING ”
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Books

What's on

Sol LeWitt: Pioneering
conceptual art
Liz Newmark looks at the Jewish Museum’s
fascinating exhibition of American artist Sol
LeWitt. And it’s not just lines.

All photos are views of the Sol Lewitt
exhibition at the Jewish Museum of
Belgium, (c) Hugard & Vanoverschelde

Frozen’ – one of the decade’s Disney classics and
for princesses everywhere. Credit: TASCHEN

illustrated with a wealth of visual material.
Entries feature stills, detailed synopses and
trivia to guide the reader across the Marvel
universe and landmark projects such as
‘Get Out’, ‘The Social Network’ and ‘Toni
Erdmann’.

at the universities of Bochum, Münster, Pisa,
Paris and Amsterdam, and has worked as an
art critic and curated numerous exhibitions.
He is also the editor of TASCHEN’s ‘movies
by decade’ series.

The volume also includes biographies
of actors and directors, box office
takings, background information, and a
comprehensive list of Oscar winners from
2012 to 2021.

The details
100 Movies of the 2010s
Jürgen Müller
Hardcover, 19.6 x 25.5 cm, 2.77 kg, 880
pages
ISBN 978-3-8365-8438-8
Edition: English. €50

The editor
Jürgen Müller holds the chair of Early Modern
and Modern Art History at the Technical
University of Dresden. He studied art history

Available from:
TASCHEN Store Brussels, Grand Sablon/
Grote Zavel 35, 1000 Brussels.
www.taschen.be
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“

The idea is superior to the work of art
and its creation.” That is the raison
d’être of Hartford, Connecticut-born
Solomon (Sol) LeWitt (1928-2007) and
expressed in the minimalist, conceptual
artist’s ‘Sentences on Conceptual Art’ in
1968.

New York, becoming one of the pioneers
of conceptual art. The Jewish Museum,
Brussels is now proud to highlight his almost
40 years of prolific output. The works reflect
his diversity in the forms and materials used,
from stark black lines to exuberant, wavy
brightly coloured gouache loops.

The same year, LeWitt executed his first
wall drawing on the Paula Cooper gallery,

In six exhibition spaces, LeWitt’s work is
categorised according to themes such as
togethermag.eu I 137
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The Ultimate
Belgian Getaway
geometry, lines and loops. What is especially
interesting about LeWitt’s wall drawings is
that their design lets other people apply the
artwork onto a wall. He drew up precise
instructions allowing his assistants to create
works at his chosen scale and according to
the architecture of the exhibition space.

exhibited they are destroyed, giving the
work an ephemeral nature. Each drawing in
the museum has been created by students
in three Brussels art schools, led by a
professional assistant.
The Museum also focuses on two unique
projects that investigate
LeWitt’s Jewishness – he was
the son of Russian-Jewish
immigrants – and links with
Belgium. The first is the striking
cube design of the Chester
synagogue in Connecticut,
USA. Second, much closer to home, is his
fabulous star and cube panelling decorations
adorning the walls of Liege University
Hospital. The Sart-Tilman complex including
the hospital was the work of Charles
Vandenhove (1927-2019). Vandenhove

In total, LeWitt created 1,350 wall drawings,
comprising around 3,500 installations in
more than 1,200 locations. After being
138 I togethermag.eu

© Dominik Ketz

"GEOMETRY,
LINES
AND LOOPS"

In Wall Drawing 368 for
example, the wall is divided
in five equal parts, each
containing lines in what
LeWitt calls the “four basic
directions”. The combinations
would then be referenced exhaustively and
serially in future wall drawings.

Prepare your visits and places to stay on
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became a firm friend of Sol LeWitt
and went on to collaborate with
him on the floor of La Monnaie
opera house, Brussels and the
foyer of The Royal Theatre of The
Hague (Koninklijke Schouwburg),
the Netherlands.
The white walls of the annex
of the Jewish Museum (whose
permanent collections are
well worth a visit, enabling a
comprehensive insight into all
aspects of Jewishness as well as
information on Jews in Belgium)
are a perfect backdrop to LeWitt’s
work. They also provide for an
enthralling slideshow of LeWitt’s
artwork, sculptures and projects
throughout his life. Perched on
the stairs to the first floor galleries,
I enjoyed photos of his beautiful
pictures, pyramids and towers,
as well as more personal pictures
of his friends and family at home,
work or at a LeWitt exhibitions.
You can enjoy the lines, loops,
cubes and circles of this Sol
LeWitt show until Sunday 1 May.
www.mjb-jmb.org
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Don’t miss FRED.
ERIC at the AB
Together looks at the Ixelles-born
musical star with social conscience
and a campaigning spirit

T

alented and versatile, the music of
baritone FRED.ERIC (Frédéric As
Nervus T, born 1963 in Ixelles,
Brussels) is accessible and varied. The songs
explore human relationships and the
mysteries of life. “Expressing myself through
music is a
fundamental need, my
way of breathing, of
understanding who I
am,” he says.
FRED.ERIC, who
sings in English and
French, is influenced
by the blues, rock,
1970s pop music and
French song, as well
as a wealth of
classical music. From
poignant violin solos
to high energy rock
beats, FRED.ERIC is
alive to the world
around him, finding
inspiration in everyday
and past experiences.

You will soon be able
to see the man in
action – as he is
coming to the
Ancienne Belgique’s
Club on 29 March.
Tickets, presale or on
the door, are €25 and
the start time is 7pm.
Musical talent from
a world class studio
FRED.ERIC’s first
album, ‘To Be
Continued’, written
and composed in
2019 and containing
the impressive first
single ‘All Lives Matter’,
was recorded not only at
Brussels’ ICP Studios,
but also in London’s
famous Abbey Road studios. Indeed, for the
last 90 years, this iconic place has not only
been the musical home to The Beatles, ‘bien
sûr’, but also to a host of big names including
Pink Floyd, Yehudi Menuhin, Jacqueline du
Pré, Ella Fitzgerald, Lady Gaga and Adele.

“ TALENTED AND
VERSATILE ”

“It always starts with an
undefined feeling, about things I either love or
hate, which prompts me to write to
understand them better,” he explains. And,
as a somewhat late entrant to the music
scene, he shows that there is no better time
to start than now. “The most important and
difficult thing is to follow your intuition and
take a decision. Then, things start to fall into
place, and you must go for it.”
142 I togethermag.eu

Frédéric himself, says Brussels’ Confestmag,
recognising the absurdities of human
behaviour including racial hatred, societal
injustice and the waste of resources, is driven
by his conviction that intelligence and respect
are the only solutions and that they are within
reach of everybody.

www.frederic363official.art
www.abconcerts.be
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What’s on International:
Spring in Paris
Together highlights a small selection
of big name museums to visit this
springtime in the City of Light
Musée national du
Moyen-Âge - Le
monde médiéval
Located amid the
vestiges of GalloRoman public baths
and in a 15th century
private mansion in
the Latin Quarter, the
musée de Cluny - Le
monde médiéval is
reopening in spring
2022 after a complete
makeover. The new
250m2 reception areas
over two levels have
been designed by
the architect Bernard
Desmoulin.

The Frigidarium
in Paris’s newly
renovated Le
monde mediéval
museum

The exhibition spaces
and visitor trails have
been altered and now
present the collection
– more than 23,000 items – in chronological
order, from Antiquity to the end of the Middle
Ages. The Gallo-Roman vestiges have been
consolidated and the mediaeval residence of
the abbots of Cluny has been restored.
Besides the exhibitions that are regularly
held here, talks, debates, concerts, themed
or storytelling tours and workshops for
children provide opportunities to explore or to
rediscover fascinating subjects such as the
world of knights and chivalry and courtly love
in the presence of masterpieces such as the
monumental Pillar of the Boatmen Roman
column and The Lady and the Unicorn
tapestry.
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Exciting exhibitions
to enjoy in March and
April
The Palais Galliera is
paying tribute to the
fashion designer Alber
Elbaz, who passed
away in April 2021,
with the exhibition Love
Brings Love, until 10
July 2022. The event
draws inspiration from
the collaborative show
of the same name that
ended Paris Fashion
Week in October 2021.
Franco-Israeli Elbaz is
famous for being the
creative director of
Paris’s oldest fashion
house Lanvin from
2001-2015.
On 16 April 2022, a big
immersive exhibition titled Machu Picchu and
the Treasures of Peru will open at the Cité de
l’Architecture et du Patrimoine. The exhibition
retraces 3,000 years of pre-Columbian
civilisations and includes a virtual reality
expedition to mysterious Machu Picchu.
Two other must-see exhibitions are The
Origins of the Water Lilies: The Impressionists
and decoration at the Musée de l’Orangerie,
until 11 July 2022, and Pioneers at the
Musée du Luxembourg, until 10 July 2022.
en.parisinfo.com

Fall asleep in Europe...
Wake up in Mauritius

Fly NON-STOP
with Air Mauritius
airmauritius.com

#HAMILTONWATCH
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SWISS MADE

